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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report summarizes experimental and theoretical studies carried out

during the period of November 1986 to October 1987 on laser cladding of Ni and

Nb alloys for improved environmental resistance at high temperature. Major

emphasis has been on Ni-Cr-Al-Hf system. Microstructural evolution and

oxidation properties of these alloys were examined. For Nb alloys micro-

structural characterization and differential thermal analysis were carried

out. One-dimensional diffusion model for finite domain to examine the

extended solid solubility in laser cladding was also developed.

Laser cladding of Ni-Cr-Al-Hf for various compositions were carried out

including one close to stoichiometric Ni3Al with chromium and Hf. Micro-

structure of these alloys were characterized using optical, scanning and

transmission electron microscopic techniques. Convergent beam techniques were

applied in TEM to identify small phases. X-ray analysis with SEM and TEM and

Auger Spectroscopy were carried out to determine the microchemistry and

crystal structure. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was also performed to

obtain the y' dissolution temperature. Previous report discussed the micro-

. structure evolution of Ni-Cr-Al-Hf with 58 at% Ni. This report mainly

discusses the microstructure evolution for Ni-Cr-Al-Hf with 70 at% Ni (near

stoichiometric Ni3Al). The microstructure of these alloys mainly consists of

" . dendritic zone full of y' (Ni3Al) and Hf rich interdendritic eutectics.
43

Aluminum in Ni3Al was often found to be partially replaced by Cr and Hf.

Although there were some subtle differences in cell spacing, composition and

other minor features between the samples depending on the process parameters

but within the range of experimental parameters no radical differences were

* observed. Based on the observations made the possible phase transformation

sequence of this group of laser clad Ni-Cr-Al-Hf are suggested below.

#3
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Liquid(L) - y + L p y + E ( y + N + 6E)

where yp is primary y' phase with ordered f.c.c. structure (LI2 ), YE is

eutectic y' phase with ordered f.c.c structure, E is eutectic phase and 6E is

the other eutectic phase with heavily faulted f.c.c structure.

Antiphase boundries (APBs), in the y' (ordered f.c.c) phase and the effect of

process parameters on their morphology was also discussed. Initial DTA work

indicated that y'-disolution temperature is at least as high as Rene 80 if not

higher. More work is needed in this area.

Thermogravimetric analysis for the evaluation of oxidation resistance

were carried out. Initial studies indicated that 58 at.% Ni+Cr+Al+Hf clad

alloy lead to marginal improvement of oxidation resistance over Rene 80

whereas 70 at.% Ni Cr+Al+Hf promised far superior oxidation resistance. .

Laser cladding of Ti on Nb was carried out to improve high temperature

oxidation properties. The microstructure characterization revealed consider- P

able amount of amorphous phase in this system. Also the clad region consisted

of heavily faulted martensitic plates. Differential scanning calorimetry

revealed the lower temperature of onset for a B transformation (860.20C),

indicating the extended solubility of Nb in titanium. However, during this

reporting period very little work was done for Mg alloys and a proper powder

delivery system is now being calibrated for this study.

In addition to the experimental work theoretical modeling of diffusion

was also carried out to estimate the extent of the extended solid solution in

laser cladding. By incorporating non-equilibrium partition coefficient for

dilute solution the model was used to determine non-equilibrium phase diagram



- . V

for Ni-Hf and Ni-Al systems. The theoretical prediction reasonably agreed

with the experimental data. Presently, we are developing a mathematical model

for non-equilibrium partition coefficient for concentrated solution which will

further improve our understanding of the process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this project is fundamental investigation of laser

cladding process for Ni-Cr-Al-Hf, Nb and Mg alloys for improved environmental

resistance. Ni and Nb alloys are main candidate alloys for high temperature

oxidation resistance. Rationale for the process and composition was already

y discussed in the previous report and publications. Dual theoretical and

experimental approach is followed to develop the understanding of the extended

solid solution formation in this process and its effect on microstructure and

properties.

2. LASER CLADDING OF NI-CR-AL-HF SYSTEM

- , 2.1 MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION

2.1.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Elemental powders of various sizes and weight ratios were mixed in

order to obtain a powder mixture for the desired composition of the cladding.

Sizes of the metal powders and their nominal compositions are:

Table 2.1-1

Element Size Purity

Ni Powder 3-7 microns 99.9 Purity (wt%)

Al Powder 20 microns 99% Purity (wt%)

Cr Powder 2 microns 99.5% Purity (wt%)

Hf Powder <44 microns 99.6% pure containing 2.2 wt% Zr

The powders were mixed in various proportions and then tests were run on clad

samples in order to determine the optimal composition for the purpose of

improved high temperature properties.

p.,
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Table 2.1-2

Ele- wt. % at.%
ment Comp. I Comp. 2 Comp. 3 Comp. 4 Comp. 1 Comp. 2 Comp. 3 Comp. 4

SNi .625 58.8 74.1 77.6 58.8 58.4 70.0 70.0

Cr 25.0 23.5 6.6 8.8 26.6 26.1 7.0 9.0

Al 6.25 5.9 9.7 10.2 12.8 12.6 20.0 20.0

Hf 6.25 11.8 9.6 3.4 1.8 2.9 3.0 1.0

58-26-2-13 58-26-4-12 70-7-3-20 70-9-1-20
Series Series Series Series

The powders are initially mixed and then mechanically stirred before drying.

The drying process is carried out by heating the powders in an open boat in a

tube furnace at 200 0C with a steady flow of argon, for about 8 hours followed

by slow cooling to room temperature.

The experimental apparatus for laser cladding consists of two units

working simultaneously. The laser system, first unit, produces a beam that

interacts with the substrate and powder to form the clad. The cladding

process was carried out using an AVCO HPL 10 kW continuous wave CO2 laser with

F7 Cassegrain optics as shown in Fig. 2.1-1. r

The laser was operated at a TEMpi modet. The beam that was produced by.1

the optics mentioned above was focussed downwards by substrate by a flat

-. mirror. Cladding was typically done under an argon gas shield, at about 14 mm

*below the focal point and 3 mm beam diameter.

The powder delivery system, the second unit, delivers powder to the sub-

" strate. It consists of an Accu-Rate" powder dispenser, funnel and an argon

gas inlet. The powder dispenser is a pneumatic screw feed system with a feed

* tDonut shaped beam with Gaussian power distribution in the outer ring and
none at the hole of the donut.

' 'p
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Acu cteT iPowder Dispenser

Argon Gas Inlet -_
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Figure 2.1-1 Optics used for laser cladding.
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.9 rate which was varied between 2.7 gm/sec to 1.7 gm/sec. (for Ni-Cr-Al-Hf

system). Powder falls from the screw into a funnel and flows to the sub-

strate. A small amount of argon gas flows in the tube along with the powder

flow in order to make the powder flow uniform. This in situ (direct powder

placement) cladding process is known to have advantages over the preplaced

powder cladding procedure [ii. Since it requires lower specific energy input

leading to finer microstructure. An argon gas shield was also provided with

the help of a shielding box so as to obtain an oxide free clad and also to

reduce the clad porosity.

For the present investigation the laser was operated at 3 to 9 kW.

r Specimens of substrate material of thickness 10 mm and surface preparation as

milled, were traversed relative to the laser beam at speeds varying from 10.6

to 25.4 mm per second. The substrate material was a nickel based superalloy,

trade named Rene 80.

Microstructural characterization, which is the main scope of this part of

the report, of the clad material was performed using optical microscope,

scanning electron microscope, (JOEL 35C, HITACHI S-800) transmission electron

microscopes (Phillips 400, 420, and 430T) and scanning transmission electron

microscope (HB-5). the substrate matrial is abraded off the cladding and then

finally thinned mechanically to a thickness of 0.3 mm. 3 mm discs are punched

out from this thinned material. Twin jet chemical polishing technique

(Fischione) is utilized for sample preparation for observation in the TEM.

Electrolyte: 200 cc. of butoxyethanol

400 cc. of methanol

50 cc. of perchloric acid

Conditions: 35 V, - 15 C

~Ile

f°~~~ '-
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Cross sections of the original clad samples were polished for observation

in the SEM and optical microscopes.

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was also performed in order to obtain

the y' dissolution temperature of the clad and the substrate material. The

DTA used was Perkin Elmer system 4/7, with a high temperature cell attach-

ment. Sample preparation is much simpler for DTA work. Small pieces of the

clad material weighing between 10.0 through 70.0 mgm are put into a sample cup

and then it is filled with AI2. The reference cup is filled to approxi-

mately the same level with only A1203 before the DTA runs are made. The

r heating rate is 20°C/min, and argon gas at about 40 mls/min was used as the

atmosphere. %

"' Thermogravimetric tests and Auger spectrometry of the samples have also

been done to understand the oxidation behavior of the clads. Detailed

discussion of the procedure and results will appear elsewhere in this report.

2.1.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The focus of this entire research project has been to obtain through

experimental and theoretical research efforts some materials which would be

properties which are of importance to our sponsors have been various,

although, most of these are closely related. Of prime importance is the high

temperature (1200'C) oxidation property of the clad material in comparison to

F' the oxidation response of the nickel base superalloys which are to be clad.

There is also a strong and purposeful effort to minimize the Cr content in

these clad materials, thus leading to savings of a strategic material.

,w-
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A thorough characterization of the microstructure of laser clad materials

using electron and optical microscopy and x-ray spectroscopy is also of

importance as there is always a direct correlation between material property

and its microstructure. This part of the project report, therefore, deals

with the microstructural evolution of certain laser clad materials and the

relationship of the process parameters with these microstructures.

Since composition 1 (58-26-2-13 series) and 2 (58-26-4-12 series)

(partially) have been discussed in detail in our previous years report and

work by Singh and Mazumder [21 we would deal with composition 3 (70-7-3-20

series) mainly for the purpose of this report. Composition 4 (70-9-1-20

- series) is only a small modification of composition 3 in that the Cr and Hf

compositions are varied slightly. The results of this modification is being

studied at present. The table below shows the process parameters used with

* powder mixture of composition 3 during the laser cladding operation.

.- Table 2.1-3

Powder
L Sample Laser Power Feed Rate Traverse Speed

L 9 kW 2.2 gm/sec 19 mm/sec
K 7 kW 2.2 gm/sec 19 mm/sec
J 5 kW 2.2 gm/sec 19 mm/sec

', Figure 2.1-2 shows a scanning electron micrograph of a cross section of the

cladding for sample L. The left part of this micrograph represents a region

in the sample which was etched, whereas the right part of the micrograph

represents the unetched region of the sample. As can be seen from the micro-

graph, the entire cladding area has a much finer microstructure as compared to

the substrate material. At the magnification of the micrograph it is

extremely difficult to see any of the undissolved or partially dissolved Hf

I ~ ''~. W ~ P
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particles. The clad region forms a small hemispherical bead on the surface of

the substrate. The interface between the clad and the substrate appears to be

an extremely thin well diffused zone. A high magnification picture taken from

the sample L dendritic clad area is shown in the next micrograph (Fig. 2.1-3).

This micrograph shows the dendritic cell formation in the sample L. Use

: f of X-ray spectroscopy indicates that the white regions are Hf rich regions,

whereas the dark regions are Hf depleted, Ni rich regions. Closer observation

of the micrograph would also indicate that there are a lot of partially

_W dissolved hafnium particles in the clad.

At this point, it is important to note that the microstructural charac-

teristics of the other clads of the same composition (samples J, L, etc.) are

very much similar. However, there are very subtle differences in terms of

\ -dendritic cell sizes, compositions of the cell interior, structures of the

cell interior and also the relative amount of phases formed..

Figures 2.1-4 and 2.1-5 are scanning electron micrographs of the clad

areas in sample J at higher magnification. The white Hf rich regions are

partially resolved in these micrographs. Investigation indicates that these

Sregions undergo a certain eutectic transformation, as can be evidenced by the

lamellar structure. On the basis of the micrographs presented earlier and

-further work which will be presented later in this report, one can safely make

some conclusions on the evolution of microstructure in laser cladding process

in this system. The dendrites are initially formed from the super saturated

-.: ~solid solution of Hf in Ni-Cr-Al. Due to the quick cooling process associated

with the laser cladding process, metastable solute segregation takes place in

the system. A higher amount of Hf, as compared to equilibrium solid solution

in the dendrites (terminal solid solution) is observed. Exact compositional

data will be presented in a later part of the report. The excess of the Hf is

ri .-



Figure 2.1-3 Scanning electron micrograph of sample L,
showing dendrites in the clad material.

iri

Figure 2.1- Scanning electron micrograph of sample J,

showing dendrites, and partially dissolved hafnium 
Particles.
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Figure 2.1-5 Scanning electron micrograph of sample J,

showing dendrites, eutectic structure and partially

dissolved hafnium particles as indicated by arrows.

:2. 0 jufi

Figure 2.1-6 Dark field scanning transmission electron micrograph

of sample L, showing one dentritic cell and the eutectic structure.
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_ r
- - # Figure 2.1-7 Dark field scanning transmission electron micrograph

i of sample K, showing dendrites, eutectic structure and partially

i dissolved hafnium particles. .i

IIp
| .1

SFigure 2.1-8 Dark field scanning transmission electron micrograph
of sample J, showing dendrites, eutectic structure and partially
dissolved hafnium particles.
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Figure 2.1-9 CBED pattern for [1001 zone axis of the y' at C.L. = 290 mm.
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~~Figure 2.1-10 CBED pattern for 11001 zone axis of the ,'at C.L.- 80C mm.
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Figure 2.1-11 SADP for the 11001 zone axis of y' at C.L. 800 mm.,
showing superlattice reflection.
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Figure 2.1-12 CBED pattern for 11101 zone axis of y' at C.L. = 575 mm.
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PP

Figure 2.1-14 CBED pattern for [110] zone axis of y' using a smaller

, condenser aperture showing the superlattice discs at C.L. = 800 mm.

Zq

Figure 2.1-15 SADP pattern for the [1101 zone axis of ' at C.L. = 8U< mm.
*showing superlattice reflections
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Figure 2.1-16 CBED pattern for [1111 zone axis of y' at C.L. = 290 mm.
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On the basis of the above patterns in Figs. 2.1-16 and 2.1-17, the

following two tables (Tables 2.1-4 and 2.1-5) are made up to indicate the

symmetries observed. Phase identification of the dendritic cells formed

during laser cladding of nickel based superalloys.

Table 2.1-4 Observed Symmetries and Deduced Diffraction Groups

Zone Observed Symmetry Deduced

Axis Zero Order Zone Whole Pattern Diffraction Groups

[0011 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm or 4 mm 1R

[0111 2 mm 2 mm 2 mm or 2 mm 1R

fill [ ] 6 mm 3 mm 6RmmR

Table 2.1-5
Possible Point Groups Corresponding to the Deduced Diffraction Groups

Deduced Diffraction
Group Possible Point Groups

4 mm 4 mm

4 m 1R 4/mmm q

2 mm mm2 6m2 I

2 mm 1R  mmm 4/mmm 6/mmm m3 m3m

6 R mmR im

These tables are obtained using Table 2.1-3 of Buxton, et al. 131. From the

tables above, it can be established that the point group of the dendritic

cells is m3m. From the SADPs it can also be analyzed that the crystal

structure is ordered f.c.c (Li2) with a lattice parameter a 3.458 A.

2)wt atceprmtra

~ % -. - ~ ~, * p. *~. S~s - - ~ . a V P~P,
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In the bright field mode in the TEM the eutectic zone appears as mixture " -

of two phases, one bright and the other dark, both of which are lamellar in

morphology-one placed next to the other. The next three micrographs

(Figs. 2.1-18 through 2.1-20) depict this eutectic structure very clearly. It

is important to remember that this eutectic structure actually forms in the

region between two dendritic cells. The dark regions of the eutectic shows

extremely fine lines as part of the microstructure indicative of either a
) ..% -*

heavily faulted structure or an internally twinned structure. Some further

TEM experiments need to be performed in order to determine whether this is a

faulted or a twinned structure. The bright regions of the eutectic are

interconnected all through the region and also tend to show the same crystal

orientation in one area.

Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction (CBED) patterns were recorded for

the bright area of the eutectic. The following figures (Figs. 2.1-21 through

2.1-24) depict the [0131 and the [1101 zone axis patterns (ZAPS) at different

camera lengths. On the basis of the above patterns, the following two tables

(Tables 2.1-6 and 2.1-7) are written up to indicate the observed symmetries

and the point groups of the bright area of the eutectic. a.,,

Table 2.1-6 Observed Symmetries and Deduced Diffraction Group

Zone Observed Symmetry Deduced
Axis Zero order zone whole pattern Diffraction Groups

[0131 2 mm m 2R mmR

0
11101 m m m or mlR

f1111 3 m 3 m 3 m

%.% a..

- ;,. a°. - V
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Figure 2.1-18 Bright field TEM image of y' + eutectic region (y E.
Striations in one of the eutectic phases (6E) is visible.
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Figure 2.1-19 Bright field TEM image of y' + eutectic reg~cr.
The lamellar eutectic structure is visible.
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- ."Figure 2.1-20 Bright field TEM of eutectic region showing fine

' lines in the 6, phase indicative of faulted structure.
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Figure 2.1-21 CBED patterns for [0131 zone axis of
the y, phase at C.L. =210 mm.

0

Figure 2.1-22 CBED patterns for [0131 zone ais of'the phe a
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i Figure 2.1-23 CBED patterns for [1101 zone axis of

the y phase at C.L. = 350 mm.

%,

- ~i

Figure 2.1-24 CBED patterns for 11101 zone axis of
'..-the "Ephase at C.L. : 210 mm.
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Table 2.1-7
Possible Point Groups Corresponding to the Deduced Diffraction Groups

Deduced
Diffraction Groups Possible Point Groups

2R mmR 2/m mmm 4/m 4/mmm 3m 6/m 6/mmm m3 m3m

m m mm2 4mm 42m 3m 6 6mm 6m2 43m1

mIR mm2 3mm 42m 6mm 6m2 43m I

3m 3m L43mJ

S%

Based on the above studies, and microdiffraction results in the STEM, we %

conclude that the point group of the bright region in the eutectic is 43m and

the crystal structure is an ordered f.c.c. In fact, the spots pattern shown

in Fig. 2.1-24 exhibits the superlattice reflections indicative of ordering.

This phase from now on would be referred to as the eutectic y' phase. Lattice

parameter of eutectic y' z 3.62 A.

The determination of the crystal structure of the other eutectic phase

(dark region in a bright field TEM micrograph), here to referred to as 6

phase, is extremely difficult due to the internal defect structure of the

phase. Specifically, the CBED method could not be applied. However, SADP of

the y' phase along with a small part of the 6 phase was taken for [0111 and

10011 orientation of the y' phase. Figure 2.1-25(a) and (b) show the [0111

orientation of the y' phase superimposed with the [1321 orientation of

the 6 phase. The <333> was approximately parallel to <11>y,. The 6 spots

appear at every 1/3 <1Il>y' spots approximately. The crystal structure of

the 6 phase is f.c.c, but it is extremely faulted internally. The lattice

parameter of the 6 phase on the basis of this indexing, ao  10.96 A. The

quick cool down process, which is inherent to the laser cladding process could

give rise to the high internal defect structure to accommodate the high

.-- %



Figure 2.1-25(a) and (b) SA P from 110) Y' + 13216, phase :--

taken at C.L. = 800 mm and the corresponding pattern analysis.

Subscript s indicates superlattice reflection. 
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thermal and phase transition stresses in the system. Proper orientation of

, the image with respect to the bright field images in Figs. 2.1-18, 2.1-19, and

2.1-20 indicates that the streaks in the diffraction pattern are perpendicular

to the fine lines observed in the 6 phase.

Figures 2.1-26(a) and 2.1-26(b) are the SADP and analysis, respectively
I.

from a part of the y' and the 6 phase. The orientation of y' is [0111 and

that of the 6 phase is T2 2 1 f The <220> of the y' is parallel

approximately to the <066> of the 6 phase and the <'020> , is approximatelyY

parappel to <442> . From this analysis also, it appears that the 6 diffrac-

tion spots appear at every 1/3 <220> , positions. The crystal structure can

be reaffirmed to be f.c.c with lattice parameter a = 10.96 A.

Based on the previous discussion it is possible to make a suggestion on

the microstructure evolution process in this system. The possible phase

transformation sequence could be presented as follows.

L * + L * y + (E) ; + (y + 6E)

- N where

L = liquid phase

E = eutectic phase

S. p = primary y' phase (ordered f.c.c) LI2

, = eutectic y' phase (ordered f.c.c)

6 E=6 = other eutectic phase (heavily faulted, f.c.c)

6 = primary 6 phase

Energy dispersive X-ray mocroanalysis of these phases to determine chemistry

of these phases will be presented elsewhere in this report.

! p
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A pseudo metastable binary eutectic phase diagram can be constructed

based on the microstructural analysis presented earlier. A tentative sketch

for the system is given in Fig. 2.1-27. However, further DTA work has to be

carried out to develop the diagram.

Anti-Phase Boundaries (APBs) in the ordered f.c.c) Phase and their
Morphology Dependences Based on Processing Parameters

'- Studies of APBs in LI2 structure have been performed by various authors

(4,51. The shape or morphology of the APBs is a function of the APB energy of

the system with respect to the crystal structure of the system. If the APB

energy for a particular system is isotropic then the morphology of the APBs

are extremely round (no sharp facetted features) and there is no preferred

orientation of the APBs.

The antiphase boundary energy in LI2 alloys has been calculated to be

anisotropic, with the lowest energy in (1001 planes, taking into account the

first nearest neighbor interactions only 141. Accordingly, there is a driving

force for an APB to be on cube planes in these alloys. When this occurs, the

electron microscope shows "maze" pattern (as in Cu3Au and Cu3Pt) rather than

the "swirl" pattern that is associated with superlattices having isotropic

0 domain networks and APB energy (as in Ni Fe, Ni Mn, Fe3Al). However, it is

0 important to note that, although the APB energy may be anisotropic, there is
%'-

. finite time lag required for the APBs to align themselves in the direction of

low APB energy. Prior to this happening, it would therefore appear that the

APBs are a mixture of "maze" and "swirl" type of pattern. Hence, the laser

processing parameters would definitely have an influence on the shape of the

APBs in this system depending on the cooling rate achieved during the process.

Figure 2.1-28 is a bright field TEM image of a conglomeration of a number

of dendritic cell of y' in sample J. This low magnification shot provides an
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Figure 2.1-27 Tentative sketch of the pseudo metastable binary phase

diagram drawn on the basis of microstructural and microchemical analysis.
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Figure 2.1-28 Bright field TEM image of sample J showing the anitphase
domain structure in the y' dendritic region.
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*Figure 2.1-29 Dark field TEM image of Sample J sho~inj the N6

different morphologies of the antiphase domains.
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excellent in-depth insight into the morphology of the APBs inside the den-

dritic cells. Towards the edge of the dendritic cells, the APBs are columnar,

with the width of the columns decreasing towards the interior of the grains.

However, as the interior of the cell regions are reached, large number of

extremely small polygonal APBs are observed. This structure is extremely

analogous to the type of structure observed in cast ingots. The process of

heat extraction could also be quite analogous to that observed in the case of

cast ingots. The external boundary of the dendritic cells may form at a very

early stage and then the heat extraction preferably would take place through

the dendrite boundary forming columnar APBs perpendicular to the boundary

surface. The last, relatively slow, stage of heat extraction then takes place

- at the interior of the dendritic cells, giving rise to polygonal APB. The

1- black dots seen in this figure (Fig. 2.1-28) represents the partially ,.

dissolved Hf particles in the matrix. r
Figures (2.1-29 and 2.1-30) show a higher magnification dark field image

of the region where the columnar and polygonal APBs meet. Close examination

of the polygonal APBs indicate that these are a mixture of both the "maze" and

"swirl" types of patterns. There are some rounded edges mixed with some which

have sharp facetted edges. The next figure (Fig. 2.1-31) explains this aspect

even more explicitly. All these dark field images were taken with (100)

superlattice reflection of the y' structure. Similar sets of micrographs p.

taken from sample L (higher laser power used during cladding, Table 2.1-3)

'" provide some very interesting contrasts.

Figure 2.1-32 shows a low magnification TEM dark field micrograph for

sample L. The sharp long columnar grains are no longer visible. They are

replaced by large facetted APBs which lead up from the edge of the dendrites

to the cell interior.
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, . .Figure 2.1-30 Dark field TEM image of sample J showing the
different morphologies of the antiphase domains. 6
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ct ..,Figure 2.1-31 Dark field TEM image Cf sample g showin,
l. "swirl" type APB boundaries.
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Figre .1-2 Drkfield TEM image of sample L showing the
antiphase domain structure in the y' dendritic region.
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The APBs which are located towards the interior of the dendrite cell are

nearly all cuboid in shape. This means that the APBs are lined up on a

particular direction, [1001 in this case. This characteristic of the APBs

can be observed even more vividly in the next (100) dark field micrograph,

Fig. 2.1-33.

This difference in microstructural behavior between sample J and sample L

. may be explained in terms of laser processing parameters and specific energy

input during the process. For constant traverse speed and powder feed rate,

increased power leads to higher specific energy input, thereby leading to a

slower cooling rate. Slower cooling rate would mean that there is more time

available for the reorganizing of the APBs, and also higher temperatures

available for the facilitation of the same. Hence, if the APB energy for a

particular system is anisotropic, i.e., varies with difference in crystal-

lographic planes, there is more possibility of the same to show up micro-

structurally at higher laser powers, due to the reasons mentioned above.

APB contrast occurs when a, the phase angle, given by = 27g.R takes a

non-zero value. g is the operating reflection and R is the boundary dis-

I! placement vector. The two types of APB displacement vectors possible for Li2

type structure are the 1/2ao<110> type and the 1/6ao<112> type [81.

Table 2.1-8 [41 lists the antiphase angles associated with (1/2)ao<1I0> and

-.* (1/6)ao<112> type antiphase vectors in Li2 crystal structure. ±" value of the

phase angle is generally known as the T contrast condition. Under this

diffracting condition the bright field and the dark field image in the TEM

shows symmetrical contrast reversal.

.0.

.1 0~. .I'
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Table 2.1-8 Li2 Type Superlattices

Antiphase angles a associated with (1/2)a 0<110> and (1/6)ao<112>
type antiphase vectors in the L12 type superlattice.

Antiphase angle c Antiphase angle "
associated with associated with

Type of (1/2)a <110> type (1/6)a 0 <112> type
hkl reflection antiphase vector antiphase vector

100 S ±7 or 0 _+ or -2i

-3 -3

110 F 0 + -3

200 F 0 +2T or 0
-3

3 3

Figures 2.1-34 and 2.1-35 are bright and dark field micrographs for sample L,

taken from the central region of a dendritic cell. The dark field micrograph

was taken with (100)s reflection, where s represents the superlattice reflec-

tion. As can be seen from the comparison of the two micrographs (Figs. 2.1-34

and 2.1-35), there is a complete symmetrical contrast reversal. Similar

*" contrast reversal was also obtained using (100)s reflection. Various .

dendritic cell regions were examined, and the same results were obtained with

" regards to the symmetrical contrast reversal. This result leads one to

believe that the (1/2)ao<110> type of APB vector occurs almost exclusively in '

this system. Similar results were also obtained using samples J and K.

Whether the quick cooling rate associated with the laser cladding process has

any influence on this kind of behavior is a matter of interest and needs

further experimentation.
,., %'"
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Microchemistry Studies on Laser Clad Ni-Cr-AIl-Hf Alloy

The energy dispersive X-ray analysis work was performed in the HB-5

scanning transmission electron microscope with a beam probe diameter

of 1 10 A. The table below (Table 2.1-9) shows the micro-chemistry values for

different regions in the dendrite and the eutectic phases for sample L. The

regions from which the chemistry has been obtained is shown in Fig. 2.1-36.

Based on the compositional analysis, there are few inferences which can be

made, which in turn, further helps one to understand the evolution of

microstructure in this system.

At the center of this dendrite the Hf concentration is about 13 wtX, but

A-1 as one approaches the tip of the dendrite the Hf concentration increases up to

about 20 to 25 wt%. This characteristic very clearly depicts the fact that

the dendritic cell is formed by rejection of Hf towards the tip of the cell.

Similar growth characteristics are also observed towards the thickness of

dendritic cell. This type of behavior has also been observed in samples J and

K, respectively. At this time we are performing more tests in order to

determine the influence of laser processing parameters on this type of

segregation. We believe that this influence (if any) would have a profound

effect on some of the important properties of the clad material.

The dark and bright areas of the eutectic region also shows some micro-

segregation of importance. The Hf which is rejected by the dendrite with the

remaining liquid matrix as has been mentioned before during this eutectic
VV

formation the dark area become enriched in Hf (up to =58 wt.%) and aluminum

(z9.5 wt.%), and is depleted of Ni and Cr. The bright region, on the other

hand, contains nearly negligible amount of Hf, but is high in Cr (231 wt.%)

and Ni (z60 wt.%). Further work needs to be done to understand this

segregation behavior in this system.
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IkFigure 2.1-36 Dark field STEM image of a dendrite (-(') showing

~probe positions from where microchemistry results were obtained.
Please refer to Table 2.1-9.
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DTA

Some differential thermal analysis work has been done on the substrate

V material (Rene 80) and the clad material. Preliminary results indicate that

the y' dissolution temperatures for the substrate and the cladding are very

comparable. Further composition optimization needs to be done in order

enhance the y' dissolution temperature of the clad material as compared to the

substrate. Figures 2.1-37 and 2.1-38 are the two DTA runs for the substrate

material and the clad material (sample L), respectively. Both the samples

show to distinct endothermic peaks as is typical for nickel base superalloys.

At present, we are in the process of testing the y' transformation

temperature of clad materials for different composition and different laser

'1- processing parameters. These results will be presented in the next report.

2.2 OXIDATION PROPERTIES

2.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

Oxidation resistance of the claddings and the substrate was measured

using a Perkin-Elmer TGA-7 analyzer with computerized system control and data

acquisition capability (Fig. 2.2-1). The change in the mass of the sample is

measured dynamically as a function of oxidation time. The analyzer itself

during operation consists of a furnace surrounding a Pt sample pan suspended

from a microbalance by a Pt wire. Samples are stood up on their width and

held in place between two Pt retaining wires. 0.3 ml/s of dry air flows past

the sample and 0.6 ml/s of Ar is used to protect the microbalance during

operation. The sample is heated from ambient at 100°C/min to 1200'C and held

at 1200'C for 8 hours. In situ cooling is then performed at a rate of

10C/min to 950'C before cooling to ambient at a rate of 250C/min.
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4%0
The samples are sectioned from the cladding using a low speed sa4 with a

SiN blade (Fig. 2.2-2). Following sectioning, all of the faces of the sample

are progressively abraded through 600 grit using SiC paper with water as the

lubricant. The dimensions of the samples are measured with caliper and micro-

meter prior to a final cleaning with (1) acetone and (2) trichloroethane.

Some variation in the sample dimensions was required to test all of the

. claddings.

Laser process parameters and alloy powder and substrate composition are

given in Table 2.2-i. Samples J, K, LI, and L2 will be referred to as the

'"70-7-3-20" series and samples 2REI, 2RE38, and 2RE5 will be designated as the

'"58-26-4-12" series based upon their respective powder compositions.

- Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) andOptical Microscopy

06 "The surfaces and cross sections of the TGA samples were examined using

the Physical Electronics model 595 Auger Microprobe of the Materials Research

-. Laboratory (MRL) at UIUC. The surface of an as-oxidized broad face is scanned
1'.

both to prior and after approximately 10 minutes of sputtering with Ar ions at

3 kV. A cross section was taken perpendicular to the cladding direction at a

distance of 1 1/4 mm from one end of the oxidized sample. (A sputtering time 10:

of 30 minutes at 3 kV was required to clean the cross-sectional samples

because of the presence of the epoxy mounting material.) The amplitude of the

-* counting peak for a characteristic electron energy is proportional to the

concentration of the corresponding element. By dividing the amplitude by the

appropriate sensitivity factor, the relative amounts of different element can

be found. Photomicrographs of the entire cross section exposed were taken on

an optical microscope at 250x to allow measurement of the thickness of

' unoxidized material.
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Table 2.2-1
Powder Composition by Atomic Percent

Laser Traverse
Power Speed

Sample Ni Cr Hf Al (kW) (mm/s)

J 70 7 3 20 5 19
K 70 7 3 20 7 19

Li 70 7 3 20 8.75 19
- . L2 70 7 3 20 8.75 19

- 2REI 58 26 4 12 7 19
2RE1 58 26 4 12 7 25
2RE5 58 26 4 12 7 15

Rene 80 Substrate: (w/o)

-' C Cr Co Mo W Ti Al Zr B Ni

.16 14 9.5 4 3.8 5.00 3.00 .03 Max .015 Max BAL

(Nominal Composition) a/o (Approx.)

Cr Co Mo W Ti Al Zr B Ni

5-

.7 .0 58.

Oq .-

* %r.

i'4I
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2.2.2 RESULTS f

TGA

The plot of sample mass per unit sample surface area as a function of

oxidizing time for the 58-26-4-12 claddings and the substrate are shown in

Fig. 2.2-3. All of these cladding samples gain mass at a faster rate than

those or the substrate after three hours of oxidation time. The mass of the

cladding sample increases at a nearly linear rate during the last four hours

• ",'while the mass of the substrate sample appears to level off.

A similar plot in Fig. 2.2-4 shows that the 70-7-3-20 samples gain mass

at a lower rate than the substrate throughout the test period. The slopes for

• . the claddings J, Li, and L2 are nearly zero after two hours. In fact the mass

gains recorded during that period are at the limit of the resolution of the

microbalance, 1 ig.

One result of the combination of a 1200'C testing temperature and the use

• " of Pt suspension wires and sample pans is PtO 2 volatilization [6,71. Two runss e ns2r

were made using the standard cycle of 8 hours at 1200'C without any sample,

one of which is represented in Fig. 2.2-5. In both cases, the weight loss was

a linear function of oxidizing time. In addition, the empty weight of the

suspension wire and sample pan was recorded before and after six of the runs

involving a cladding or substrate sample. Figures 2.2-6 and 2.2-7 correspond

to Figs. 2.2-3 and 2.2-4, respectively, adjusted for the net empty weight loss

(assumed linear with time) measured for each sample. The most important

effect of this adjustment is that the mass gains of the 70-7-3-20 samples as

adjusted are nearly linear with time after 3 hours instead of approaching zero

as unadjusted. The weight gains are still lowest for the 70-7-3-20 samples

and highest for the 58-26-4-12 samples.
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Figure 2.2-3 TGA Mass Gain as a Function of Oxidizing Time
.for 58-26-4-12 Claddings and the Substrate
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Measurement of Thickness of Unoxidized Sample

Three typical optical photomicrographs of cross-sections of as-oxidized

' samples are shown in Figs. 2.2-8 through 2.2-10. The substrate sample of

Fig. 2.2-8 has a nearly planar metal-oxide interface while the samples of

-% Figs. 2.2-9 and 2.2-10 have irregular interfaces. All 3 of the 58-26-4-12

samples contain a series of cracks whose length runs in the vertical direction

during cladding. The presence of heavy oxide layers along the length of at

least some of the cracks indicates that the cracks were formed prior to

oxidation or soon after the beginning of oxidation. No cracks were observed

in the samples from the 70-7-3-20 claddings nor from the substrate.

- The sharp contrast between the oxides and the unoxidized alloy in an

unetched cross-sectional specimen provides another means of measuring

oxidation resistance. The thickness of unoxidized alloy in the sample (short

dimension in Figs. 2.2-8 through 2.2-10) was measured at 0.4 mm intervals

- using the optical photomicrographs and compared to the original thickness of

the sample as measured with a micrometer (Table 2.2-2). Both sets of cladding

samples lost less metal to oxidation than the substrate sample based upon

i.. 1. thickness with the 70-7-3-20 samples losing the least of the 3.

AES

The plot of the frequency of counts as a function of electron energy

gives a relative measure of composition. Typical surveys for the surfaces of

a substrate sample and 2 cladding samples are shown in Figs. 2.2-11 through

2.2-13. The results of correcting the magnitudes with the appropriate

sensitivity factors are shown in Table 2.2-3.
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Table 2.2-2
Comparison of Unoxidized Sample Thickness

with Original Sample Thickness

Mean
No. Original Unoxidized Metal

Sample Measures Thickness (mm) Thickness (mm) Loss (mm)

2REI 4 .18 .14 .04
2RE3B 4 .22 .18 .04
2RE5 5 .13 .081 .05
Substrate 5 .21 .12 .09
K 3 .36 .33 .03
Li 3 .25 .23 .02

(Readings taken at 0.4 mm intervals except Li where the interval used was 0.1
mm due to smaller sample dimensions.)

o.

P %

P %z

oe%%4A
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Table 2.2-3
Magnitude of Auger Electron Characteristic Energies of

*as Oxidized Surfaces Adjusted for Sensitivity After Sputtering

Sample KV Al C Cr Ni 0 Ti Ti+N

K (side 1) 5 510 31.5 354 51.2

- K (side 2) 5 401 58.6 34.1 259 18.8
L 3 591 34.4 249
2RE1(A) 5 101 71.9 206 224 103 173

. 2RE1(B) 5 71.3 186 186 18.8 35.1
2REI(C) 5 82.9 23.3 217 57.9 135
2RE3B(A) 5 212 240 33.8
2RE3B(B) 5 179 258 68.8 158
2RE5 5 116 62.9
SUBSTRATE 5 92.6 289 157

A, B, C different map locations on surface of sample

}e.l
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The surfaces of the 58-26-4-12 samples all contain significant amounts of t

Ni and Ti and some also contain Cr. The 70-7-3-20 samples are high in Al and

contain smaller amounts of Ni and Ti. Note that no Ti is present in the

alloying powder while the substrate contains 5 weight percent Ti as shown in

Table 2.2-1.

The appearance of two microstructural constituents on the as-oxidized

surface of the substrate sample shown in Fig. 2.2-14 is related to a sharp

partitioning of alloying elements. The elemental maps shown in Fig. 2.2-15

indicate that the raised oval mounds in Fig. 2.2-14 are of very high Ni and

0 content while the surrounding matrix consists mostly of Ti and 0. No other

alloying elements were found in significant amounts as predicted by

Fig. 2.2-11.

The surfaces of the oxidized 58-26-4-12 samples are also divided into 2

distinct regions (Fig. 2.2-16). The primary alloying element in the bright

region in the center of the images in Fig. 2.2-16 is Ti (Fig. 2.2-17) while

the darker region contains Ni and Cr which also tend to partition from each

other.

In all cases, very little Hf was found on the surface. The relatively

high atomic member of Hf, 72, allows for only a very low yield of Auger

electrons, but the amount of Hf on the surface is still probably very small.

As suggested by the scan in Fig. 2.2-13, the oxidized surfaces of 70-7-3-

20 claddings consisted primarily of Al and 0. The SEI photomicrograph shown

in Fig. 2.2-18 (taken at the same magnification as Figs. 2.2-14 and 2.2-16)

reveals a much more uniform morphology than those of the 58-26-4-12 and

substrate samples.

Examination of a transverse cross-section of the oxidized substrate

sample reveals the chemical composition and morphology of the various oxide
%im.

.40 1 4
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layers formed (Fig. 2.2-20). The outermost oxide layer in Fig. 2.2-20, 1,

contains some Ti while the next oxide layer, 2, is very high in Cr

(Fig. 2.2-21). Within the region containing both oxide and the base alloy,

layer 3, Ni replaces Cr as the main alloying element. The base alloy itself

is primarily Ni with some Cr and Ti present. Located within the matrix near

its interface with the oxide layer are dark rods, 4, approximately 40 Lm long, 9.

which are perpendicular to the surface of the sample. These rods are high in

Ti.

The appearance of a cross-sectional photomicrograph of 2REI (58-26-4-12)

is similar to that of the substrate, but the chemical composition of the oxide

layers is different. Figure 2.2-22 displays a continuous outermost layer, 1,

of oxide. Below this layer is a subscale layer, 2, intermingled with the

unoxidized alloy, 3. As shown in Fig. 2.2-23, oxide layer I is very high in

Cr while oxide layer 2 is mostly Al. The trail of aluminum oxide subscale in

the right central portion of Fig. 2.2-22a extends more than a quarter of a

millimeter beyond the surface of the sample.

These appendages apparently correspond to those seen around the entire

perimeter of the cross-section of the sample in Fig. 2.2-9. Ti appears at

random throughout the metal matrix and oxide layers while Hf is present at

random in the metal matrix but is absent from the oxide layers.

The samples from 70-7-3-20 claddings tend to have more Al in the surface

oxide layer (Figs. 2.2-24 and 2.2-25). While the layer of aluminum oxide is

not completely continuous at the surface in Fig 2.2-24a, the region of

highest aluminum content is more sharply defined and nearer the sample surface

than in the 58-26-4-12 samples. The Cr map of Fig. 2.2-24b is more uniform

than that from the 58-26-4-12 sample shown in Fig. 2.2-22b. Hf and Ti were

not found in any appreciable amount in the fields examined from 70-7-3-20

samples.
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2.2.3 DISCUSSION

The results give a clear indication of the relative oxidation resistances

of the substrate and the two classes of claddings. The 70-7-3-20 claddings
4

suffered the least loss of metal based upon thickness and gained the least

weight during oxidation. While the oxidation tests were only of 8 hours in

. duration, it is unlikely that the 58-26-4-12 claddings would ever prove

superior in oxidation resistance at 1200 C since their weight gain rates are

higher than those for the 58-26-4-12 claddings throughout the test period.

Despite the fact the 58-26-4-12 claddings gained more weight than the

substrate, the fact that far less metal was lost to oxidation is some evidence

of a modest improvement over the substrate.

The most obvious source of the contrast between the two classes of

claddings is the alloy composition. Examination of the Auger photomicrographs

and elemental maps suggests that at least part of the compositional effect is

- due to the Al content. The primary metallic element in the outermost oxide

layers in the 70-7-3-20 samples is Al while the corresponding layer in the

58-26-4-12 samples contain Ni, Ti, Cr and very little Al. Earlier work [81 on

the oxidation resistance of five common superalloys at 1200'C in air indicated

that chromium oxides were usually the most volatile oxides to form in these

alloys during oxidation while aluminum and silicon oxides were the least

volatile. As mentioned in Section 1 of this report, A1203 is the protective

coating of choice since 1) diffusion through this oxide layer is very slow,

2) volatility is limited, 3) growth kinetics is slow, and 4) it is relatively

inert in a high temperature oxidation environment.

In addition to the effect of forming more alumina during oxidation the

microstructural effect of higher Al upon oxidation resistance must be
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considered. As described in Section 2.2.1, the microstructure of the The 70-

7-3-20 series samples consists mostly of y' and a small amount of eutectic

phase. The microstructure of the 58-26-4-12 samples contains a number of

metastable Hf-rich paeaswell asamuch lower volume fraction of y.This

difference in itself could be responsible for the variation in the oxidation

behavior of the two compositions. Hence, future work must be directed towards

determining how the microstructure of the 70-7-3-20 samples contributes to

superior oxidation resistance.

The effect of Hf content upon the oxidation resistance of these claddings

remains unclear. As noted, the high atomic number of Hf limits its

detectability using AES. Even so, the lack of any relatively high concentra- t

tion of Hf in the 58-26-4-12 and 70-7-3-20 samples within or immediately below

the oxide layers (Figs. 2.2-23 and 2.2-25) suggests that its effect in these

claddings was rather small. Examination of the sample cross-sections using

SEM and energy dispersive X-ray techniques is a necessary if insufficient

method to determine the effect of Hf [91.

One interesting result is the presence of Ti in the outermost oxide

layers in the 58-26-4-12 samples despite not being present in the cladding

powder. Microprobe results indicating that the 58-26-4-12 cladding nuggets

contained more Ti than those of the 70-7-3-20 composition suggest that more of

the substrate was melted during the cladding of the former set of samples.

The exact impact of higher Ti contents in the oxide on the oxidation

resistance of the claddings is not yet clear, but its mere presence in the

cladding must be reckoned with during further alloy and laser processing

design work.

rhe complicating effect of probable PtO 2 volatilization during oxidation

• ~' q merits some additional investigation since the adjustments made in

Ile
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Figs. 2.2-6 and 2.2-7 result in constant oxidation rates for all of the

claddings. Fortunately, this effect does not obscure the relative advantage

of the 70-7-3-20 claddings.

The cracks observed in Fig. 2.2-9 are of great concern. Given that the

cracks correspond to the vertical direction during cladding and are outlined

by heavy oxide layers, the cracks probably were generated during the cladding

process itself. Fortunately no such cracks were observed in either sample

from the 70-7-3-20 series of claddings, so it is possible that this

composition is more resistant to cracking during processing as well as having

better oxidation resistance.

i 2.3 CONCLUSIONS

(1) The 70-7-3-20 claddings microstructurally consisted of y' mostly in

the form of dendrites, together with a small amount of eutectic

constituents. There was also some amount of undissolved or partially

dissolved Hf particles.

(2) The eutectic structre was a mixture of two phases which are Hf

rich (6 phase) and Hf lean (y ).

(3) The possible phase transformation sequence in this system could be

represented as

L y' + L yp + (E) yp + y + 60.

(4) The lattice parameter of y', produced by the laser cladding process,

is a = 3.458 A, the crystal structure is ordered f.c.c (Li2 ) and the

point group is m3m.

0%9
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(5) The Hf rich, 6 phase is a heavily faulted f.c.c structure with

lattice parameter a = 10.96 A. The Hf lean, yE phase is an ordered

f.c.c structure (Li 2 ) with lattice parameter a = 3.62 A and point

group is 43m.

(6) Microchemistry studies indicate that the extent of Hf in terminal
'solid solution is about 13 wt.%, which indicates an extended solid

solubility in the system as compared to cast superalloys.

(7) Laser processing parameters, e.g. laser power, traverse speed, etc.,

influences the morphology of the APB in y'.

(8) Preliminary results indicate that the (1/2) ao <110> vector appears

almost exclusively in this system in the Li2 ordered y'.

(9) The oxidation resistance of the 70-7-3-20 claddings was superior to

that for both the substrate and the 58-26-4-12 claddings based upon

TGA and unoxidized metal thickness measurements.

(10) The surface scale of oxidized samples of the 70-7-3-20 claddings

contained more Al and less Cr than those from the 58-26-4-12

claddings and the substrate.

2.4 FUTURE WORK

(1) The internal defect structure in the 6 phase needs to be studied

carefully to understand the phase transformation in the system.

(2) Further work needs to be done on the process parameter dependence of
..

APB's in order to obtain a clearer picture of the mode of their

formation.

(3) Composition optimization needs to be performed in order to determine

the ideal composition for high oxidation resistance coupled with

high y' dissolution temperature.

v-
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(4) Further compositional analysis using intermetallic standards need to

be performed in order to obtain a more accurate microchemistry.

(5) Determine how the cladding microstructure affects oxidation behavior

using SEM and energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) and AEM tech-

niques.

(6) Using AES, SEM and EDX techniques, determine the effect of Hf upon

1 'the oxidation resistance of the claddings.

(7) Determine the cause of the cladding cracks and the means of avoiding

a- such cracks using metallurgical techniques.

(8) Determine if the samples from the 70-7-3-20 claddings actually

passivate during oxidation testing by isolating the PtO 2

, volatilization effects.
Sr%.

-3. LASER CLADDING OF Kb-Ti SYSTEM

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The insitu laser cladding of Ti onto Nb has been carried out using a

10 kW CW CO2 laser. Ti powder (99.9% pure, - 200 wm size) has been cladded

onto Nb plates under the following process conditions:

Power: 4, 5, 6, 7 kW

" Translation speed: 0.00846, 0.0127, 0.01693, 0.02116 m/s

, Beam diameter: 0.003 m
Beam-focus condition: Overfocussed beam

Shielding Gas: Helium

Thin foil for electron microscopy study has been prepared in the follow-

ing manner. Top surface of the clad has been ground to a flat surface. The

do1
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underlying substrate has been removed by grinding to get a thin section of the

p, clad material. A 3 mm disc has been punched out from the clad section and jet

polished to get thin foil using the electrolyte,

Perchloric acid: 60 ml

Ethylene glycol mono butyl ether: 360 ml

Methanol: 600 ml

under the following conditions,

Voltage: 30 V

Temperature: -10 to -15°C

The electron microscope, Philips EM 400, has been used to carry out the

microstructural study of the clad.

Differential thermal analysis and differential scanning calorimetry have

been done on the clad material under the following operating conditions:

Temperature range: 25 to 1100'C

! Heating rate: 20oC/min

Atmosphere: Argon

'= Flow rate: 40 cc/min

The sectioning of clad has been done in the same way used to prepare thin

foil for electron microscopy. A portion of the clad section has been ac-

curately weighed and thermal analysis has been done.

,NI
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or
3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Laser cladding of Ti onto Nb and subsequent studies of the clad material

have been discussed in the previous report. Niobium has high strength at high

V- temperatures but very poor oxidation resistance above 300'C [101. Con-

ventional coating techniques [11-241 and alloying Nb in the conventional ingot

metallurgy route have been used to prevent oxidation at high temperatures.

Laser cladding a carefully chosen material onto Nb has its unique advantages

over other techniques. Addition of Ti in different amounts (10, 20, 30 wt%)

has been found to improve the oxidation resistance of Nb [251. Oxygen

diffusion has been reported as the preponderant mechanism of oxidation of Nb

alloys. Increase in Ti content has been found to decrease the oxygen penetra-

tion and increase the high temperature stability.

In this regard, laser cladding of Ti onto Nb has been done in the present

investigation and the clad material has been analyzed using different

metallographic techniques.

Insitu laser cladding of Zr onto Mg and the evaluation of corrosion

A_ properties of the clad material have been mentioned in the previous report.

Significant improvement of corrosion resistance by laser cladding has been re-

ported in that investigation.

Optical Microscopy

The cross section of the clad has been examined in the optical microscope

(Fig. 3-1). Good fusion has been observed at the interface with no defects in

r, the clad. The darkly etched phase at the interface is the widmanstatten

structure of Ti. The a needles and the B matrix of the widmanstatten s-

transformed structure are seen at the interface.

V. , , • - -. ' € - S' , -
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Fig. 3-1 Optical micrograph of the clad/substrate (Ti/Nb). The widmanstatten
B~-transformed structure is seen at the interface. .
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Martensitic Plates

Different phases in the clad region have been observed. Figures 3-2a and

3-2b show the bright field image of the martensitic plates. Different sizes

of the martensitic plates have been observed. The martensitic plates are

heavily faulted containing dislocations suggesting the shear type of
O,

transformation.

The SAD pattern (Fig. 3-2c) taken from the martensitic plate has been

analyzed and is of 1213 zone axis. The lattice parameters calculated from

this spot pattern are a = 2.78 A, c = 4.54 A. The lattice parameters of pure

Ti are: a = 2.95 A, c = 4.68 A. Figure 3-2d shows another zone axis (0112)

pattern from the same plate.

Unalloyed Ti transforms martensitically from bcc to hcp during cooling

through its s a allotropic transformation temperature, 882'C. In alloys of

Ti, the equilibrium a and 3 fields are separated by a two-phase, a + 6, region

and the B m c
m (am is used as a short-hand notation for the product of marten-

sitic transformation, whether it be a' or a") transformation temperature, Ms,

is composition dependent.

In a-stabilized alloys, typified by Ti-Al, Ms may lie a little below the

(a+B)/a transus [261; in the B-stabilized alloys (present investigation, Ti-

Nb) it always lies within the a+B field.

In contrast to nucleation-and-growth types of phase change which rely on

thermally activated atomic diffusion, martensitic transformations involve a

w ,cooperative movement of atoms re;ulting in a microscopically homogenous trans-

formation of one crystal lattice into another. The ideal martensitic process

itself is not thermally activated and takes place at high speeds (temperature-

independent); but in practice a clear-cut separation of transformation

processes into "nucleation-and-growth" and "martensitic" is generally not

A 
2-.
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possible. Although in pure metals, such as unalloyed Ti, a simple athermal

martensitic transformation is conceivable, in an alloy the situation is more -.

complicated. The long-range effect of alloying, described for example in

terms of changes of the elastic parameters, may be to change the conditions

under which athermal transformation takes place. On the other hand, the local

effect of alloying is to inhibit the movement of atomic planes and thereby:

(i) to reduce the distances over which atomic regions can cooperate, which

pertubs the microstructure of the transformation product; and (ii) to reduce

the speed of the transformation, thus bringing it into competition with the

nucleation-and-growth mechanism [271.

When conditions are particularly favorable, transformation from 6 to am S

takes place completely, on a large scale, and with considerable structural

coherence. The result is the so-called "massive martensite" (otherwise known

as lath martensite), which consists of large irregular zones on the scale of

50 to 100 um, subdivided into parallel arrays of fine platelets less than I um

across.

The martensitically transformed structure assumed by the pure Ti and by

the dilute Ti-transition metal alloys in general, is hcp and has been assigned

the symbol a' [28,291. Quenched Ti-transition metal alloys with compositions

exceeding certain limits, which differ from system to system, transform to an

orthorhombic martensite designated by a". The a'/" compositional boundaries

for the Ti-transition metal alloy systems have been determined by

Bagariatskii, et al. [281. For the Ti-Nb system (under present investigation)

the a'/a" boundary is at 10.5 wt% (5.7 at%) Nb in Ti. In another work [30],

it has been reported that at concentrations higher than 11 at% Nb, the I
quenched martensitic structure is orthorhombic a" which seems to persist out

to concentrations as high as 25 at% Nb depending on the quenching conditions.

.n
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The results of studies of martensitic transformation in representative

members of the Ti-V, Ti-Nb, and Ti-Mo systems by Flower, et al. 131] describe

that a" has been detected in Ti-2ONb(11 at%). Since stress-induced martensite

can occur only in alloys not already transformed by quenching, it is obviously

confined to higher concentration ranges; therefore, the martensite is invari-

ably of orthorhombic variety in the Ti-transition metal alloy systems [131.

Amorphous Phase

In the clad region, a distinct phase (Figs. 3-3a and 3-3b) gave rise to

diffuse ring pattern (Fig. 3-3c). Figures 3-4a and 3-4c show the similar

amorphous phase. The spot pattern (Fig. 3-4b) taken from region marked 'A' in

Fig. 3-4a is from the crystalline phase. The SAD pattern at the interface

(indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3-4a) shows the diffuse ring pattern from the

amorphous phase and the superimposed spot pattern (Fig. 3-4d) from the

crystalline phase.

•

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy

The region in the clad which showed the amorphous phase in transmission

electron microscope has been studied in scanning transmission electron micro-

scope. In that region crystallites have been found to be distributed in an

.'- amorphous phase. The crystallites (indicated by 'A' in Fig. 3-5b) are of size

0.05 to 0.2 wm. Microdiffraction patterns have been obtained using an elec-

* tron beam of 10 size in STEM. Microdiffraction pattern from the crystallite

% *~(Fig. 3-5c) shows spot pattern and that from amorphous region (indicated by

'B' in Fig. 3-5b) shows diffuse ring pattern (Fig. 3-5d). Figures 3-6a

through 3-6d show the bright field images and microdiffraction patterns ob-

tained from the crystallites and amorphous phase from the same region at

r5
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"- Fig. 3-5 Scanning transmission electron micrograph of the clad.
. a) BF image of the amorphous image (from the same area shown in TEM micrograph

i- ' Fig. 3-3. b) BF image of the amorphous phase containing crystallites.
c) micro-diffraction pattern from the crystallite (marked 'A', in

~Fig. 3-5b). d) microdiffraction pattern from the aw~orphous phase (marked
'' in Fig. 3-5b).
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higher magnification. Spot pattern (Fig. 3-6c) has been obtained from region

'A' in Fig. 3-6a and diffuse ring pattern (Fig. 3-6d) has been obtained from

region 'B' in the same Fig. 3-6a.

In the literature, similar observations of amorphous phase in Nb-Ti

system under rapid solidification conditions have been reported. Two cat-

egories of amorphous alloys have been identified. The first category, and the

most widely investigated, is the metal-metalloid type in which the metal is a

late transition metal and the metalloid content is about 20 wt%. The second

category is the metal-metal type in which one metal is a late transition

metal; no strict composition requirements have been noticed in this cat-

egory. A new category consists of an early transition metal (Ti) and either a

metalloid or a late transition metal and a metalloid or another early trans-

ition metal (Nb) and a metalloid [321.

The amount of Nb is found to vary in the amorphous phase region. The

preliminary work of composition analysis carried out in STEM shows the

following date. The crystalline region marked 'A' in Fig. 3-5b is found to

have the composition: 3.26 at% Nb-Ti. Figure 3-7 shows the X-ray energy

dispersive analysis data from the same region 'A' analyzed in STEM. The

amorphous region marked 'B' in Fig. 3-5b is found to have the composition:

8.77 at% Nb-Ti. Figure 3-8 shows the X-ray energy dispersive analysis data

.," from the same region 'B'.

4.

Thermal Analysis of the Clad

Figure 3-9 shows the DSC data of the Ti/Nb cladding made under the

process conditions, 6 kW, 0.021 m/sec, 0.003 m beam diameter and helium as the

shielding gas. The onset of B transformation is 874.1°C compared to 882'C

in case of pure Ti. This suggests the solubility of Nb in Ti as seen in the

phase diagram Ti-Nb (Fig. 3-10).
.4.
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Figure 3-11 shows the DSC data of the Ti/Nb cladding made under the

following process conditions: 8 kW, 0.0043 m/sec, 0.003 m beam diameter, using

argon as shielding gas. The lower temperature of onset of a B transforma-

tion (860.2°C) suggests the increase in the amount of Nb dissolved in the Ti

clad as seen in the phase diagram.

Surface Profile Analysis of the Clad

The surface profile of the clad using different parameters have been

determined. The cladding was carried out by delivering constant amount of

powder into the laser interaction zone. The average radius of the various

" claddings determined by Talysurf surface profile analyzer has been plotted in

Fig. 3-12 for various process parameters. The constant radius of the cladding

is due to the constant amount of powder delivered into the laser interaction

tzone.

3.3 CONCLUSION

(1) Good fusion has been observed at the Ti/Nb interface; there are no

defects in the clad. In the optical micrograph of the clad,

widmanstatten B-transformed structure has been observed in the clad K
near the interface.

(2) Martensitic plates have been found in the electronmicroscopy of the

clad. Different size of the martensitic plates have been found.

These plates are heavily faulted containing dislocations. The

lattice parameters of the martensite a' determined by using the SAD

pattern from the martensitic plate are: a = 2.78 A, c = 4.54 A.

(3) Armorphous phase has been found in the electron microscopy of the

clad. The microchemical analysis shows that the amorphous phase con-

: %
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tains relatively higher Nb compared to the crystalline phase. In the

armorphous region, crystallites are found to be distributed uni-

formly. The crystallites are found to be depleted in Nb content.

(4) The radius of the cladding of Ti onto Nb using different laser

cladding process parameters is found to be constant on account of

constant amount of powder delivered into the laser interaction zone.

3.4 FUTURE WORK

The oxidation behavior of the clad material has to be evaluated using

thermogravimetric aralyzer. The data obtained by TGA has to be compared with

similar oxidation behavior of Nb-Ti(10, 20, 30 wt%) alloys [251 produced in

the conventional ingot metallurgy route.

The role of the amorphous phase in improvement of oxidation resistance of

rapidly solidified Nb-Ti alloys has not been reported. Further studies have

to be done along this line. Crystallization behavior of the amorphous phase

• .' as observed in the present investigation has to be done using DSC and the

result has to be correlated with the high temperature behavior of the clad

material in TGA.

' The martensitic phase transformation of the clad material has to be

studied in detail. The crystallographic study of the martensitic plates with

- .. different amount of Nb in solid solution has been envisaged.

A screw feeder (Fig. 3-13) has been designed to deliver the zirconium

powder into the laser interaction zone on the surface of Mg sample to carry

out insitu laser cladding. This feeder has to be calibrated in terms of speed

versus amount of powder delivered under different process conditions. This is

necessary to determine the effective utilization of the powder in the cladding

process. The cladding process has to be made more efficient to reduce wastage

'I
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of powder. It has to be faster to deposit a large amount of material onto the

substrate. The coefficient of utilization of powder has been defined as the

ratio of the mass of powder forming the cladding to the mass of powder con-

sumed. This is an important characteristic of the technological processes

taking place in applying coatings by melting powder with a laser beam. Powder

which has not been melted can be re-used. The aim of the future investigation

of laser cladding of Zr onto Mg is to achieve the maximum coefficient of

utilization of powder with satisfactory formation of the deposited metal. The

subsequent evaluation of the corrosion properties of the clad material has to

be done as before. The previous work done on this Mg-Zr system shows

amorphous phase rich in Zr (84.634 wt% Zr. 15.367 wt% Mg) has been found in

" • -the electron microscopic investigation of the clad material. The significant

improvement in the corrosion resistance of the clad material has been ascribed

to the formation of amorphous phase rich in Zr. Further work along this line

has been envisaged. Alloy powder (Mg with large amount of Zr) can be laser

cladded onto Mg to produce amorphous material in the clad. Subsequent charac-

IL terization of the clad has to be done to evaluate the corrosion properties.

4. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF EXTENDED SOLID SOLUTION IN LASER CLADDING

4.1 CURRENT WORK
Besides the above-mentioned experimental works, theroetical studies have

also been pursued to examine the extension of solid solubility observed during

laser cladding. The mathematical model develope'd during this reporting period

also enables us to study the effects of various laser processing parameters on

the composition of cladding alloys. This model has been applied to nickel-

hafnium (Ni-Hf) and nickel-aluminum (Ni-Al) systems. In both cases, theo-

retical predictions have been found in good agreement with experimental

-0S -V 'S -. 0 -4 'S '' -
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results. These two systems differ from each other in that the Ni-Al equilib-

prium phase diagram has positive slope at the initial composision of the

cladding powder, whereas it is negative for the Ni-Hf system. Because of

this, decrease in the initial pool mean temperature causes reduction of Al and

increase of Hf in Ni-Al and Ni-Hf systems, respectively. Currently, we are

also concerned with the development of non-equilibrium partition coefficient

for concentrated solutions. This is important because concentrated solutions

are usually encountered in laser cladding processes. Consequently, the non-

equilibrium partition coefficient obtained under dilute solution approximation

is invalid for such processes.

The findings of our studies on Ni-Hf and Ni-Al systems have been sub-

mitted for publication. The paper on Ni-Hf system has been accepted for

publication in Acta Metallurgica and the paper on Ni-Al system has been sub-

a mitted for possible publication in Metallurgical Transaction A. Since the

mathematical model and the results have been discussed in detail in these two

papers, they have been appended to this report instead of rewriting them as a

*_ separate chapter for this report.

4.2 FUTURE WORK

The mathematical models that we have developed so far are one-dimensional

• and applicable to binary systems. These models utilize an expression of non-

equilibrium partition coefficient which is not accurate for concentrated

solution systems. Our plan is to eliminate these restrictions from our models

NJ and towards these objectives, we intend to do the following:

(1) Examine non-equilibrium partition coefficient for concentrated

.- 'solution.

p.
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(2) Develop two- and three-dimensional models for laser cladding

processes.

(3) Use these models to predict the extension of solid solubility found

in laser claddings and generate non-equilibrium phase diagrams.

(4) Extend the binary system models to multi-component alloy systems.

(5) Also, we want to study the formation of ripples in laser-melt liquid

metal pools and its effect or the shape of the resulting solid formed

Ail from this melt pool.
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Abstract

Inherent rapid solidification involved in laser cladding with pneumatic

powder delivery leads to the formation of metastable alloys with extended

.-0 solid solution. This has been experimentally observed for various binary,

ternary and quaternary alloy systems. Composition of the alloys produced by

laser cladding process often exceeds the solid solubility limit far beyond

that expected from the equilibrium phase diagram. This paper presents a

mathematical model for determining the composition of metastable alloys and

the effects of various process parameters on the composition of extended solid

solution for Ni-Hf binary alloy system. The cooling process of the molten

cladding pool has been modeled by considering conduction of heat through the

pool and the substrate. Both the pool and the substrate were taken to be one-

dimensional and finite. Also the freezing point at the solid-liquid interface

has been allowed to vary with concentration of the solute. The distribution

of solute atoms in the cladding pool has been obtained using diffusion theory

with non-equilibrium partitioning of solute at the solid-liquid interface.

The governing partial differential equations for the temperature and the

concentration fields have been reduced to a set of first-order ordinary non-

linear differential equations using finite medium integral transforms and then I

solved by using Runge-Kutta method.

.S.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in laser technology have drawn considerable interest in

using lasers for materials processing and manufacturing. Laser technology not

only makes manufacturing processes simpler and more economical but also

provides a unique way of modifying the surface chemistry of materials. Due to

the inherent rapid heating and cooling rate in laser alloying and cladding

processes, it is often possible to obtain novel materials without being

restricted by equilibrium phase diagram. The high cooling rate results in

extended solid solution to produce metastable alloys. Recently, laser

cladding technique has been applied to increase the solid solubility of

reactive elements such as Hf in nickel superalloy [i for improved high

temperature properties. Thus understanding of basic mechanism of extended

solid solution in laser cladding will be useful. The mechanism of extended

solubility encompasses the energy, momentum, and mass transport of solute

atoms. The heating and cooling rates are determined by the heat transfer

,".. equation while the extent of mixing and the redistribution of solute atoms in

.Z.4

the molten cladding pool are obtained from the momentum and mass transport

equation. This paper presents a mathematical model for Ni-Hf binary alloys to

calculate the composition of solute in the extended solid solution which is
,4'

usually formed during laser cladding. It allows the construction of a non-

equilibrium phase diagram of a given system from its equilibrium phase

diagram.

There is very little information in the available literature on

mathematical modeling of laser surface cladding and alloying with rapid

cooling rate. As mentioned earlier, the composition of a rapidly cooled

metastable alloy depends greatly on the heat transfer rate during the

solidification process. Three-dimensional heat transfer models for various A
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material processing with CW laser were presented by several authors 12-51. It

was found experimentally that surface tension arising due to very high temper-

ature gradient in laser melted pools causes convection. This aspect was

modeled by Chan, et al. 161. They studied the effects of surface tension on

the cooling rate, surface velocity, surface temperature, and the pool shape.

Chande and Mazumder [71 examined the distribution of solute by diffusion and

convection in a laser melted pool after it was delivered to such a pool.

The problem of extended solid solution due to rapid cooling has been

studied by various investigators using thermodynamic variables such as free

energy and chemical potential. The thermodynamics of nonequilibrium solidi-

fication has been examned very well by Baker and Cahn [81. Boettinger and

Perepezko [91 discussed the process of rapid solidification from the thermo-

dynamics point of view. Boettinger, et al. [101, also used the response

function approach of Baker and Cahn [81 and stability analysis for

microsegregation-free solidification. Further details on rapidly solidified

materials can be found in Refs. [11,121. In a recent paper [131, the authors

have presented a model for extended solid solution during laser cladding by

considering the cladding pool and the solid substrate semi-infinite and the

freezing point of the cladding melt independent of the concentration of

solute. The present study considers the width of the substrate and the

cladding melt finite. Also, the dependence of freezing point of the cladding

melt on the concentration of solute has been taken into account in this paper.

,5%
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I. MATHEMATICAL MODEL %

Process Physics

In laser cladding processes the substrate material to be clad is moved at

a constant rate while the cladding powder is poured onto it using a pneumatic

powder delivery system and melted simultaneously by a laser beam (see

Fig. la). The uniform speed of the substrate and the constant feed rate of

the cladding powder ensure uniform cladding thickness. The molten pool of the

cladding material which forms just below the laser beam solidifies by

dissipating heat to the surrounding air, adjacent cladding, and the solid

substrate as it moves away from the laser beam. The shape of the cladding

melt pool and the solidified cladding on the substrate is influenced by laser

power, laser beam diameter, thermo-physical properties of the cladding powder

and the substrate, temperature of the substrate, relative motion between the -

cladding powder delivery system and the substrate, the cladding powder feed

rate and the interaction time between the cladding and the laser beam. In the

present model the strip of cladding BCDEB (see Fig. la) is assumed to be semi-

cylindrical in shape (see Fig. ib) and based on this the initial pool mean

temperature is determined (see Eq. (5)). The liquid cladding pool and the

substrate were taken to have finite thickness in the positive direction of the

x-axis and they are considered infinitely large in the other two directions

(see Fig. ic).

This paper is concerned with heat and mass transfer in the cladding melt S

"a ABCA to model extended solid solution during laser cladding. This liquid pool

", solidifies by conducting away heat to the substrate and to the solid cladding
across AB and BC, respectively. Also, it loses some energy to the ambient

inert gas across the free surface CA. The cladding BCDEB is formed from the

liquid cladding melt just solidified and hence its temperature distribution is
16

%,,"'
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almost uniform and equal to the temperature of the molten pool ABCA. So the

heat loss across BC would be very little. Therefore, we can consider that the

pool of cladding melt (ABCA) loses energy through the surfaces at AB and CA. 'A

To carry out one-dimensional heat transfer calculations we assume that the

pool extends up to infinity along AB. Due to this assumption the cladding

melt solidifies along AB and this freezing front moves upward in the direction

of BC. The solid substrate has been considered to have finite width, but it

is infinitely large along AB. The geometric configuration of this pool has

been shown in Fig. ic by rotating the pool 90 degrees in the clockwise

direction. In this figure the freezing front has been shown to be planar.

This is true when a pure metal solidifies. For a cladding melt of an alloy

system, the freezing front develops curvature due to surface tension and also

there could be dendrite and cellular growth at the solid-liquid interface.

Moreover, rapid cooling may lead to nucleation in the bulk of the liquid

phase. The stability criterion of Mullins and Sekerka [141 of a planar

interface during solidification of a dilute binary alloy shows that the planar

interface will be unstable for the nickel-hafnium system considered in this

study. It was found [131 that there are dendrites which are very small in .

size. Nevertheless, the dendrites will affect the diffusion of solute atoms

at the freezing front. However, to simplify the mass transfer analysis, the _

freezing front has been assumed to be planar due to the small size of .

dendrites. Moreover, the trend predicted by the model is more important than

the exact numerical values due to the paucity of high temperature materials

* data and simplifying assumptions. Besides this the present model has been de-

veloped based on a few more assumptions listed below.

I" 
]
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(1) The thermal conductivity and the thermal diffusivity for a mixture is the

sum of the volume-averaged value of the respective transport properties of

each element of the mixture,

(2) The mass diffusivity of each element in the liquid phase is the average

value of self-diffusivity over the room temperature and the initial

temperature with modified activation energy for the mixture,

(3) The cladding pool and the substrate are in thermally perfect contact,

(4) There is no mass diffusion in the solid phase,

(5) The solute segregated at the solid-liquid interface moves into the liquid

phase by diffusion only. This is because a boundary layer is formed near

the interface where diffusion of solute atoms is dominant,

(6) The cladding melt forms a uniform solution of composition equal to that of

the cladding powder mixture 6efore its solidification begins,

(7) Only 50 percent of the laser energy is absorbed by the cladding .5

material. Studies [121 show that the amount of laser energy absorbed by

different materials is 37 to 60 percent.

With these assumptions, the one-dimensional heat conduction equations for the

substrate, solidified cladding, and the liquid cladding regions are solved.

The solutions of these heat transfer equations are used to obtain the velocity

of the solid-liquid interface and then the mass transfer equation is solved to

determine the distribution of solute atoms in the liquid phase. From this,

the concentration of the solute atoms in the solid phase is computed by using

an expression for nonequilibrium partition coefficient for dilute solution de-

veloped by Aziz [151.



Mathematical Formulations

-In this section the governing heat conduction equations for energy trans-

h. port in the substrate, solidified cladding, liquid cladding regions, and the

mass transfer equation for diffusion of solute atoms in the liquid cladding

pool are presented along with boundary and initial conditions. These

I
equations have been solved using the integral transform technique. A

systematic procedure to obtain the kernel of integral transform has been

given. Since the problem involves a moving boundary due to solidification of

cladding, the eigenfunction used for integral transform has time-varying

eigenvalues. A general method of solution of moving boundary problems using

variable eigenvalues has been discussed by Grindberg [161. Ozisik and Gruceri

[171 followed a similar approach to obtain a solution to the phase change

problem. Also Yener and Ozisik 1181 used the method of variable eigenvalues

jto solve for temperature distribution in multi-region finite media with time-

varying heat transfer coefficient.

The governing equations for energy transport are

(i) Solid substrate region

~ I.. Ti? 3T

. - al -=t; t 0 0, 0 s x < a; (1)

(ii) Solidified cladding region

2
S- = 2 "3t t ! 0, 0 <x S(t); (2)

3x2  
t

(iii) Liquid cladding region

N'I
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23 . t 0 S(t) x < b. (3)

3x2  "3 3t'

The auxiliary conditions are

%3T

k 1" 3ix hl(Tj - T r) at x =0 and t > 0, (4a)

'T.(a,t )  = T (a,t), (4b)

k 3T1 k at x = a and t 0, (4c)

za 1 X h2T Tr)

..- r (s(t),t) = T3(s(t)t) = TI(Cz,s(t)), (4d)

53T

'--k 3 3x - h 3(Tj T r) at x = b and t > 0, (4e)

".- k2$ 3?x -o d

Lat x =s(t) and t > 0 (4f)

1 22 3 2 3Xd

kaaand 0

" s(O) =ta. (4g)

~The initial conditions for the above problems are obtained from the following

" considerations.

SThe cladding has been assumed to melt almost isatnosya ona

intTtnoul assona

it is exposed to the laser beam to reach a uniform temperature T 2' T2 is

calculated by taking a lumped-parameter energy balance of the laser energy im-

parted to the cladding ana d to melt the cladding powder and

% . - raise its temperature to T 2 .  This yields the following expression for T2:

h3 TT
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T T + I 2pf - LI. (5)2 r C r voUc
* .This expression is derived by considering the cladding to be formed in the

shape of a semi-cylindrical strip (see Fig. ib). To obtain the initial

4 condition for the solid substrate, a linear temperature profile has been

constructed between the temperature T2 at x a and Tr at x =0. Thus the

- initial conditions are

Tj(xO) = (T2 - Tr) + T (6a)

and

T (x,O) = T2. (6b)

The eigenfunctions used in the integral transform technique satisfy

*, homogeneous boundary conditions and they lead to nonuniformly convergent

-"solution if the boundary conditions are not homogeneous. Since the present

problem has nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, the following substitution is

* :* made to transform them into homogeneous boundary conditions in order to obtain

uniformly convergent solution. Let

:-" -.; Tl(x,t) = Ti(x,t) - Tr,

4 ~ T2 (x,t) : T (x,t) - Tr,

and

' T3(x,t) = T (x,t) - (x,t) - T
A .- t r

1d
'

m ..
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When these equations are substituted into the governing differential equations

(i) through (3), the boundary conditions (4a) through (4g), the initial

conditions (6a) and (6b) and 7(x,t) is chosen such that

32 R(t) (7) ,

"" where R(t) is an arbitrary function of time to be determined later and -(x,t)

is subject to the conditions

-k 3T= oLs
3ax

_ at x = s(t) (8a)

-(x,O) = 0

and

-k x= h Tat x =b (8b)
3 3x 3

the following problem is obtained

S2T 3T1
1 - (9a) 

, ' , a2T2  .a2 1 2
a' T 3T2

2 '2 1 (9b)

and

a2T =+
a* 3 1 T3 3)- T +" - R(t) (9c)
ax2  3 A a

'd 
S

:,'i.'1.'','.','",'",''."",'' ' ,.. '. , . , '- >- -*' -, '/ - .. s, - . [. tG m F-
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subject to

33kx k 0 at x s(t), (lOa)

k 1x -h 1T at x.= 0, (lOb)

Tl(a,t) -T2(a,t), ( Oc)
; aTI  aT2

k = k 2 at x = a, 
(lOd)

1 3x 2 ax

" d

* T2 (xt) = T3(x,t) = T, - T at x = s(t), (lOe)

3T3

-k = h3T3 at x = b, (lOf)

T (xO) : ( - T ) (lOg)

. C '" and

T T T R(O) A(O)x - B(O) (lOh)3(x,O) 2 r

where A(O), B(0), and R(O) are computed from the functions R(t), A(t), and

B(t) which arise in the solution

2
T(Xt) R(t) + A(t)x + B(t) (11)S2 ,
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of Eq. (7) and given by, due to the constraints (8a) and (8b),

l2Ti oLs

R(t)= (b s) ( 1 i ), A(t)= -Rs-"LR3t b s 1+ ,1 k 3

2 h
B(t) =-R - As. and 1( 2k3

The governing equations, Eqs. (9a-c) can be rewritten as

a2T i 2Ti 2

x2  - t + (R -- + Ax + B) - R(t)j (12)

for i = 1, 2, 3 which represents the substrate, solidified cladding, and the

liquid region, respectively, and El = 
= 0 and 3 .

To obtain the kernels Ki(x,t), i = 1, 2, 3 of integral transform for the

above problem, let us operate Eq. (12) with

b.3 i
-[ w.K.(x,t) dx~~~i=1 ai 1

a.,

• •where w. is a weight function for the i-th region and it will be determined

later. Also, a, = 0, a2 = a, a3 = s(t), bI = a, b2 : s(t) and b3 = b.

The above operation on Eq. (12) yields

3-b i 2T. 3 b aT
w wij i (x~t d

2  wK(x,t)dx = a t w (xt)dx
a a
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b *2
+ - -  

(xt) E R Ak + B) R(t)]dx. (13) .4s(t) 3K3x i 3  2 -

Integrating the left-hand side of the above equation by parts twice, using

Leibnitz's rule to intercharge the integral and the derivative operators in

the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (13), one gets the following set

of ordinary nonlinear first-order differential equations:

-- 3 bi A.
d T (t) f w.T. i,n dx
tTn( n n i1 a i 1 at

a..

b 2
k Kn(Xt) (R + Ax + B -a R)dx (14)

s(t) 33,n a3

for n = 1, 2, ... , , and subject to the initial conditions

- 3 b i .'

T (o) = , w Ti(x,o) Ki  (x,o)dx.n i= ai ni

where

* S.

w. =k..•

To arrive at the Eq. (14), all the boundary conditions have been applied, the

weight function wi, the kernel of integral transform Ki(x,t), the integral

transform variable T n(t), and the associated weight function wi have been

chosen in the following way:

°S

-'u~w N,' i 10 , % " " . . , , '%.,. '. d. ,,, .F., . . r I
N. Mp its;
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!a,.
w. = k."

d2 K, 3
d -kL K i = 1, 2, 3 (15)
dx2 i i

41a

subject to the following boundary conditions:

dK h
S- 1 K at x  0

dx k II

KK2K1 -=2

r atx a
dKl dK2

dx 2 dx

K = K2 3

I at x s(t)
k dK2  dK3

2dx 3 dx

dK h
3 3 h3 at x : b a.

dx k3  3

r. a

3 bi

and Tn (t) J w W lT(x,t) Ki n(xt)dx (16)
i=1 a. 1 n

aa

The inverse transform of the above integral transform, Eq. (16), is

"T(xt) - T (t) K (x,t) (17)
x  n i,nII n=l n
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where the normalizing constant Nn is evaluated from

J3S.,3 b i2

N n w. K. (x,t) 2dx. (18)
i a n it .

For an expression of Ki(x,t), Eq. (15) is solved to obtain

1~

Ki(x,t) = Ei  sin( (t x) + Fi  cos(--- x). (19)

~. ,,

~V O

When all the boundary conditions on Ki(x,t) are satisfied, the eigenvalues are

obtained from the following equation:

..7

4°det M =0

: where det M represents the determinant of a 6 x 6 matrix M. The elements of
.1

- this matrix Mjk for j 1, 2, ..., 6 and k = 1, 2, ..., 6 have been given in

the Appendix. The constants of integration Ei and Fi's are obtained from a

set of algebraic equations given by

[GI [HI = [N]

S"" where [GI is a 4 x 4 matrix, [HI and [NI are column vectors of four elements

each. These elements have been defined in the Appendix. To obtain the four

algebraic equations given by the above matrix equation, F1 has been set equal "

to unity and this implies

* C

• 'C "

" . " W 
'  , , '  

v W " ! " ,1' . w " • ," . ,r - , - .- -% . ..- .- m . .- w " w' ,,. .- - . . -. . '% .- .- . # ' .- - . ,, .- .- - . .. ",,-. , . ;- ; ' , - - ,.. .. -,- -,-, .- -, - - . . . . . .- .'. ".". - " ". ". ".
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E h

When the eigenvalues and the constants of integration Ei and Fi's are de-

termined, the kernel of integral transform Kin(xt) is completely known.

Ki n(xt) can be substituted into the Eq. (14) and then the resulting set of

*. first-order ordinary nonlinear differential equations can be solved using the

Runge-Kutta method. These equations are to be solved in conjunction with the

equations for mass transfer since they are coupled by the condition at the

solid-liquid interface given by

i-Tr = T3(s(t),t) : nT(t)[E3 sin(kns//-) + F3cos (Xns//)- (22)n=1 nl

This equation is solved to determine the location of the freezing front

s(t). In this equation the interface temperature TI depends on concen-

" tration. The following expression for T, as derived by Boettinger and

Perepezko 191 has been used in this model

mp

T :T* + m C* + mZCz (k - k*(l - tn -) + Z s.O (23)
I m Z 1-k e k -k ve e e 0

Here v represents the velocity of sound in the liquid phase. The velocity

0

* of sound in a medium depends on its temperature and composition. In this

study vo has been taken to be equal to the velocity of sound in the pure sol-

vent. T* and m are determined from the equilibrium phase diagram by taking a
m

segment of the liquidus around the point of interest. This segment is consid-
ered linear whose slope and intercept with the temperature axis are m and T*

I m

respectively. C* is obtained by evaluating C(x,t) at x = s(t) and by expres-

mu-
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sing it in terms of mole fraction.

The concentration dependence of T, couples the energy equations (14) with

the mass transfer equation and hence they must be solved simultaneously. The

diffusion of solute atoms in the cladding melt pool is governed by the

following mass transfer equation

2
a C - 3C (24)

subject to the following initial and boundary conditions

C(xo) C C0, (25a)

- 3 _ C =o at x : b, (25b)

and

- C = (t) [k*(t) -11 C(x,t) at x = s(t). (25c)

Here again the method of integral transform with variable eigenvalues is used

to solve the above mass transfer problem. The kernel of integral transform

for this problem can be obtained using the procedure used for the heat

* transfer equations, except that here we are concerned with only region. The

kernel for the above problem is

,(x,t) = cos(u(t)(b-x)) (26)

and the eigenvalues are given by the following transcendental equation
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w[w sin(w(b-s)) - s(k*-l) cos.i,(b-s)l = 0. (27)

Applying the operator

b
dx n (x,t)

s(t)

to the governing Eq. (14) and integrating the left-hand side twice by parts,

using Leibnitz's rule on the right-hand side, and making use of all the

boundary conditions, one obtains the following set of coupled and nonlinear

first order ordinary differential equations:

-" ~d (t).n 2()(
dndt) + O2 (t)C (t) H ) - n(s(t),t) s(t) L * Cm(t)Vm(S(t)t)

dt n m,n n m=O Nm m

for n = 1, 2, 3,..., , and (28)

subject to the initial conditions-L

I b
C n (O) = dx C0 cosi.(x-b)

a

-. .. where

C: H (t) b
H (t) : - f dXmm(x.t) sin,n (x-b)I' (t)(x-b)Sm,n Nm  n nm m =O m s(t)

b

Cn(t) = t dx n(x,t) C(x,t). (29)
~s(t)
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% The inverse transform of the integral transform, Eq. (29), is given by

C(xt) = L 1 (t) xt) (30)N n=O) tn(xt
n=0 n

with the normalizing constant obtained from

b 2 '

N = o n (x,t)dx.
n s(t) n

The partition coefficient, normally defined as the ratio of the concentration

of solute in the solid phase to that in the liquid phase at the solid-liquid

interface is constant for equilibrium solidification. When solidification

progresses rapidly, it is no longer constant. For rapid cooling rate, the

partition coefficient k*(t) has been derived by Aziz [151 which is

C s  B + k e

k*(t) = CZ + k (31)

where B = s(t)x/D*. In the present model the interdiffusivity D* is taken to

be equal to the mass diffusivity D and the interatomic distance x is taken to .5
i5

be 4A, which is the average diameter of an atom. To use the expression (31)

for determining the concentration of solute in the solid phase at the solid-

liquid interface, we have to know i(t) and C . For this, Eq. (22) and its

time-derivative are solved for s(t) and s(t) respectively. Similarly, C is

obtained from Eq. (30) by evaluating C(x,t) at x = s(t).

-4-

, . .4
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental Verification

The results of the above model were compared with experimental data.

Laser cladding was performed on nickel substrate with a mixture of Ni-Hf

powder of nominal composition, 74% Ni and 26% Hf by weight. The laser power,-
laser beam diameter and the speed of workpiece were 5 kW, 3 mm, and 50

inch/min., respectively, and the initial pool mean temperature (T ) was found V
2

to be 1862'K. The solid substrate was clad with the above cladding material

which takes the shape of an approximately semi-cylindrical strip of metal on

the substrate (see Fig. Ib). Electron Probe Micro-Analysis (EPMA) and

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) analysis of these samples

show the concentration of Hf in the matrix of Ni in excess of that predicted

by the equilibrium phase diagram. These experimental results show 3.58 to 6.5 5,

wt.% in the Ni matrix. A small fraction of the Ni-Hf alloy was found experi-

mentally to contain 9.3% (by wt.) Hf in the Ni matrix. Fine distribution of

undissolved Hf-particles and the difference in the electron beam diameter of

the two instruments are probably the source of such a large fluctuation.

The theoretical results predicted by this model is 7.15 wt.% Hf in the

,, Ni-Hf alloy. The prediction of composition of the extended solid solution

based on the present model is within 9 percent of the experimental results

when compared with the maximum value (6.50 percent) of Hf concentration. This .

discrepancy may be due to some of the assumptions of this model. For example,

it has been assumed that all of the solute dissolves in the solvent before the

cladding melt starts solidifying. But the time it takes to melt and freeze

the cladding powder may not be sufficient for dissolution of all solute atoms

Ze to occur. Also the present model utilizes an expression, Eq. (31), for the

nonequilibrium partition coefficient which is applicable to dilute solution.

-:hk%.Z

%"

t ' •
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Apart from these conditions, the presence of a two-phase zone between the

solidus and the liquidus lines and the surface tension driven flow causing

convection in the liquid pool will affect the mixing of solute in the liquid

phase and thus alter its composition in the solid phase. Paucity of high

temperature liquid metal data also contributes to the numerical error.

However, the objective of this study is to determine the trend of, and thus

understand, the underlying process physics.

Parametric Results

The above model was used to study the effect of various important process

parameters such as laser power, laser-cladding interaction time, cladding

thickness, cladding powder delivery rate on the composition of hafnium in

nickel matrix. Results were obtained for ambient temperature Tr = 293 0K and

the heat transfer coefficients hi = 1 Watt/cm2-'K and h2 = 0.01 Watt/cm2-'K.

The laser power was fixed at 5, 6, and 7 kW. For each power of laser, the

speed of the workpiece was varied as 40, 50, and 60 inches/min. Since the

transport properties depend on temperature, average values, which are calcu-

lated according to formulas of Ref. [13], were used in this model.

.- Results obtained from this study have been presented in Figs. 2 through

12. Figure 2 shows the concentration of hafnium (in wt. %) in a nickel matrix

for different values of laser power and cladding thickness measured in units

of laser beam diameter. The laser beam diameter used in this study is 3 mm.

As can be seen from this figure, the concentration of hafnium increases with

cladding thickness for a given speed of the workpiece and laser power. This

is due to the fact that the initial pool mean temperature, T2, varies in-

versely with the cladding thickness as evident from Eq. (5). The closer

is T2 to the melting point of the cladding powder the higher would be the

2F

N' * , .
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X cooling rate and this will result in a higher concentration of solute in the

solid phase. This was discussed in detail by Kar and Mazumder 1131. However,

it would be erroneous to conclude that one can enrich the solid phase with

"5. .9,

solute to any concentration by increasing the cladding thickness indefinitely

for a given laser power and a given speed of the workpiece. There is a

critical value of the cladding thickness at which T2 becomes equal to the

melting point of the cladding powder for a given workpiece speed and laser

power. This critical cladding thickness can be obtained from Eq. (5). If the

A. cladding thickness is greater than this critical value, then there will be

some unmelted powder between the substrate and the cladding melt and hence the

substrate will not be clad. Thus for a given workpiece speed and laser power,

the concentration of solute in the solid phase increases with cladding

thickness as long as it is lower than the critical thickness value.

Figure 3 shows the variation of initial pool mean temperature with

respect to the Lladding thickness per unit laser beam diameter for different

values of laser power. Figures 4 and 5 are concerned with the variation of

solute concentration in the solid phase and the initial pool mean temperature

with the cladding powder feed rate. The cladding powder feed rate is de-

termined by using the expression 1/3 -Tr2v. and assuming that the cladding

c

takes the shape of a semi-cylindrical strip (see Fig. lb). Cladding powder

-5. feed rate is a very important process parameter since it is related to

cladding thickness and velocity of the workpiece as well as the initial pool

mean temperature. Thus if the powder delivery rate is known, then T2 can be

obtained from the Fig. 5 and the concentration of solute can be obtained from

the Fig. 4 and then the velocity of the workpiece can be selected for a .

desired cladding thickness. Figures 6 and 7 indicate the effect of specific

laser energy on solute concentration in the solid phase and on the initial ft.

ft. 'V
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pool mean temperature. Specific laser energy is defined as laser power

required to produce a cladding of unit mass per unit time. It is determined

by the relation P/( 'r vo). The importance of selecting specific laser energy

as a parameter is that it allows representation of the solute concentration

data for any combination of laser power, workpiece speed, and cladding

thickness parameters on one graph. This is because the initial pool mean '5

* temperature is proportional to specific laser energy. Thus the initial pool

mean temperature and hence the thermal characteristic of the cladding melt

pool will not be different as long as the laser specific energy remains the

same for any choice of the process parameters. The effect of initial pool

mean temperature on the solute concentration in the solid phase is shown in

Fig. 8. It can be seen from this figure that the the concentration decreases

with an increase in temperature for reasons explained above.

The effect of another important process parameter, laser-materials

interaction time, on the solute concentration and the initial pool mean

temperature is shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for different values of laser power.

Interaction time is defined as the ratio of laser beam diameter to the speed

of the workpiece. It can be observed that the trends of the graphs with

respect to laser-material interaction time are opposite to those observed with

respect to cladding thickness. This is because thin cladding leads to higher

initial pool mean temperature than what is obtained as interaction time

decreases provided other process parameters are kept unchanged. We have also

A" seen that the solute concentration in the solid phase is higher at a lower in-

itial pool mean temperature. This explains why the solute concentration
5-.

curves with respect to the interaction time should be opposite to those which

are plotted with respect to the cladding thickness.

C.t
.5.
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* Finally, the solidus temperature versus the solidus concentration of Hf

has been plotted in Fig. 11 different laser powers. It is natural to expect

that for a given solidus temperature, there should be a unique value of the

solidus concentration of solute irrespective of how the process parameters are

selected. This emphasizes the fact that the temperature versus concentration

* ~ curves obtained for different process parameters must overlap. As can be seen

from the Fig. 11, these curves are very close to each other. A possible

reason for them not overlapping would be the rounding error during various

stages of computations for different input values representing different

process parameters. The Fig. 12 shows the nonequilibrium phase diagram

computed by using this model. The characterizing parameters for this figure

have been presented in Table 1. The deviation of nonequilibrium phase diagram

from the equilibrium one shows the extension of solid solubility that can be

obtained during laser cladding. The nonequilibrium phase diagram has been

plotted in the neighborhood of the melting point of the cladding powder

because the value of ke used in the expression for nonequilibrium partition
e%

coefficient (Eq. (31)) corresponds to this melting point. It can be seen from

the Fig. 12 that the width of the solid-liquid region between the equilibrium

_ It solidus and liquidus has reduced considerably. The nonequilibrium solidus

line of this figure shows the extension of Hf concentration in Ni that can be

obtained due to the rapid cooling in laser cladding. This phenomenon can be

understood from the fact that the equilibrium phase diagram of Ni-Hf has a

, t., negative slope at the point which corresponds to the nominal composition of

the cladding powder. Due to this, Hf is rejected from the Ni matrix when the

solution of Ni-Hf solidifies and this results in increasing the concentration

of Hf in the liquid phase. But since the solid phase retains more Hf than its

equilibrium composition, the liquid phase will have less Hf than the equilib-

Ir
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rium value and hence the extended solid solution (that is, the nonequilibrium)

phase diagram will shrink.

Table 1 Solidus Composition of Hf, Solidus/Liquidus
Temperature at the Substrate-cladding Interface
and the Speed of Solidification at this Interface

Composition of Solidus/Liquidus Interface Speed
Hf (wt%) Temperature (K) (cm/sec)

A3.19 1505 3.26
4.83 1499 2.88
6.23 1489 2.74
7.15 1480 2.68

679.58 1453 2.55

N N% %P
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present work examines the extension of solid solubility based on the

transport of energy and mass. Solute transport has been considered to take

place only in the liquid phase while the energy transport has been considered

in both solid and liquid phases. The effect of nonequilibrium cooling rate on

solute segregation at the freezing front has been taken into account by

considering a nonequilibrium partition coefficient. Using this, the mass

transfer problem has been solved for solute distribution in the liquid phase

and the heat transfer problem has been solved to obtain the velocity of the

solid-liquid interface, its location, and the freezing temperature of the

interface. These mathematical solutions have been utilized to study the

effect of various process parameters on the concentration of solute in an

alloy. The hafnium concentration in the nickel-hafnium alloy is found to be

higher for lower initial pool mean temperature (which implies a higher cooling

rate) and also it is found that more laser energy is required to obtain an

V alloy of a given composition at a higher powder delivery rate than that for a

lower rate of powder delivery.

It is found that the same composition of solute is obtained in the alloy

for different cladding thicknesses by varying the laser power and the speed of

the workpiece. This is because the initial pool mean temperature of the

. cladding material and hence the cooling rate are the same even through other

parameters are different. Thus it can be concluded that the choice of the

initial pool mean temperature determines the composition of the alloy. Since

initial pool mean temperature is directly proportional to specific laser

energy, when the initial temperature of the cladding melt is fixed or the

specific laser energy is selected other process parameters can be determined

by selecting any two of the three parameters, rC, v, and P and the third one

'v
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will then have to be determined from Eq. (5). The composition of solute in

v the solid phase can be represented by a single curve for all possible valuesf

of the process parameters if it is plotted against the specific laser energy

or the initial pool mean temperature. The effect of laser-cladding inter-

action time on solute concentration in the alloy and on the initial pool mean

temperature is found to be opposite to that of cladding thickness. Also, it

has been found that if the equilibrium liquidus has a negative slope at the

nominal composition of the cladding powder, then the nonequilibrium phase

diagram shrinks from the equilibrium phase diagram, resulting in a thin solid-

liquid region between the solidus and the liquidus.

1Y.
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IN NOMENCLATURE

a width of the substrate

N b width of the substrate and the cladding melt

B Laser beam diameter

C Concentration of solute in the liquid phase

C Concentration of solute in the liquid phase at the solid-liquid

interface
- p

Cp Average specific heat of the cladding material

Cs  Concentration of solute in the solid phase at the solid-liquid

interface
C* Concentration (mole fraction) of solute in the liquid phase at the

solid-liquid interface

SD Average mass diffusivity of solute in the liquid phase

D* Interdiffusivity of solute at the interface

f Fraction of laser energy absurbed by the cladding material

h Heat transfer coefficient at the substrate boundary

h3  Heat transfer coefficient at the cladding surface boundary

ke Equilibrium partition -oefficient

k* Nonequilibrium partition coefficient

ki  Thermal conductivity of the i-th region

* *L Latent heat of fusion of the cladding material

m Liquidus slope ('K/mole fraction of solute)

P Laser power

q Rate of cladding powder delivery

rc Radius of the semi-cylindrical strip of cladding

s Position of the solid-liquid interface

T2  Initial pool mean temperature

p
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T1 Temperature of the i-th region

TI  Temperature at the solid-liquid interface

Tr Ambient temperature
T* Intercept of liquidus line on temperature axis

m

v Speed of the workpiece

vo  Speed of sound in the cladding melt

Greek Symbols

,,V a. Average thermal diffusivity in the i-th region

3 A non-dimensional parameter defined as S(t) 4 /D*

x Interatomic distance

Average density of the cladding material

Subscripts

i 1, solid substrate; 2, solidified cladding; 3, liquid cladding.
K.

1_

Si V5
-K

". .
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APPENDIX

The elements of the matrices M and G and the column vectors H and N have

been given below:

~h

M 1 1 ,M12 k M13 M14 NI15  M 16  0

S21 sinA I, M = cosA I, M23 = -sinA 2, M -cosA 2 9 M25 N 26 0

nA NI = a2k2cosA2  a2k2sinA2
, 31=aIcosA1, M32= -aIsinA , M 33 k M M34 - k M35=M 36=0

NI = M = 0ON = sinS 2 N = cosS2 N = -sinS3 NI = -cosS 3
.41 M42 M43 2 M44 2 M45 3 M46 3

.q

a 3 k 3cosS 3  a3 k 3sinS 3M 51= M52 =0  M53 = a2cosS 2, M54 = -a2s inS2, M55 k2  M56 k2

h sinS h cosS
M =M6=M3M 64=0 M = a3xcosS3  3 NI = a 3xsinS 3 36 6 6 6 ' 5k 3  '66 3 3 k

where a. = I//. i = 1, 2, 3, A = a.xa for i = 1, 2,

* S. = a.s for i = 2, 3, and B = a3 b

9 2 The elements Gjk, j = 1, ... , 4 and k = I, ... , 4 for the matrix [GI are given

by

1.0 ILA %
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GI =1-sinA2, GI2 = -cosA 2, G13 =G4 =0

a2k2 cosA2  a2k2 s inA2
G21 k G22  k G =G 24 =0

.'..U

G31 = sinS 2, G32 = cosS 2, G33 = -sinS39 G = -cosS 3
3 3 3 3

G4 1 =G 42 = 0, G - a3cosB 3  X 3 n G 44 a 3sinB - h3 ck

G4 3 3 4

,%%

g The four elements of the column vector H are

H = E29 H = F2 9 H = E39 H = F3 and the elements of the column vector N

are

", ... hhI sinA I hcoA

1= -cosA I  ainAk N = a sinA I  k Nh3 oA =0.Ialx k1  2 1 1 x k1

S.°

'
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LIST OF FIGURES

Figure 1(a) Schematic diagram of laser surface cladding

(b) Three-dimensional view of the cladding and the substrate

(c) Geometric configuration used in the present model.

The model substrate and the solidification of the model

.I' cladding have been shown after rotating the pool ABCA

(see Fig. la) by 90' clockwise

Figure 2 Concentration of hafnium in the extended solid

solution of nickel-hafnium versus cladding thickness

per unit laser beam diameter

Figure 3 Initial pool mean temperature of nickel-hafnium versus

cladding thickness per unit laser beam diameter

*Figure 4 Concentration of hafnium in the extended solid solution

of nickel-hafnium versus cladding powder feed rate

Figure 5 Initial pool mean temperature of nickel-hafnium

versus cladding powder feed rate

Figure 6 Concentration of hafnium in the extended solid solution

of nickel-hafnium versus specific laser energy
-C

Figure 7 Initial pool mean temperature of nickel-hafnium

'Il versus specific laser energy
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g Figure 8 Concentration of hafnium in the extended solid solution

of nickel-hafnium versus initial pool mean temperature

of nickel-hafnium versus laser-cladding interaction time

Figure 10 Initial pool mean temperature of nickel-hafnium

versus laser-cladding interaction time

Figure 11 Variation of the temperature at the solid-liquid interface

with the concentration of hafnium in nickel-hafnium alloy

.1e

Figure 12 Comparison of nonequilibrium phase diagram of the extended solid

solution of nickel-hafnium with its equilibrium phase diagram
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ABSTRACT

Inherent rapid solidification in laser cladding leads to the formation of

metastable alloys with extended solid solution. This has been experimentally

observed for various binary, ternary and quaternary alloy systems. Composi-

tion of the alloys produced by laser cladding process often exceeds the solid Y

solubility limit far beyond that expected from the E ilibrium phase dia-

gram. This paper is concerned with the determination of the composition of

metastable alloys and the effects of various process parameters on the compo-

-. sition of extended solid solution for Ni-Hf binary alloy system. The cooling

process of the molten cladding pool is studied by considering conduction of

heat through the pool and the substrate. Both the pool and the substrate are

taken to be one-dimensional and finite. Also the freezing point at the solid-

liquid interface has been allowed to vary with concentration of the solute.

The distribution of solute atoms in the cladding pool is obtained using

diffusion theory with nonequilibrium partitioning of solute at the solid-

liquid interface, '-

. . . .-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in laser technology have drawn considerable interest in

using lasers for materials processing and manufacturing. Laser technology not

only makes manufacturing processes simpler and more economical but also pro-

vides a unique way of modifying the surface chemistry of materials. Due to

the inherent rapid heating and cooling rate in laser alloying and cladding

processes, it is often possible to obtain novel materials without being

restricted by equilibrium phase diagram. The high cooling rate results in

extended solid solution to produce metastable alloys. Recently, laser

cladding technique has been applied to increase the solid solubility of

reactive elements such as Al in nickel superalloy [1] for improved high

, temperature properties. Thus understanding of basic mechanism of extended

solid solution in laser cladding will be useful. The mechanism of extended

solubility encompasses the energy, momentum, and mass transport of solute

atoms. The heating and cooling rates are determined by the heat transfer

equation while the extent of mixing and the redistribution of solute atoms in

the molten cladding pool are obtained from the momentum and mass transport

S-"equations. This paper uses a mathematical model to predict the composition of

-. ,-. solute in the extended solid solution of Ni-Al binary alloy which is usually

formed during laser cladding. The model also allows us to construct non-

equilibrium phase diagram of a given system from its equilibrium phase

diagram.

a There is very little information in the available literature on

mathematical studies of laser cladding and surface alloying with rapid cooling

rate. As mentioned earlier, the composition of a rapidly cooled metastable

alloy depends greatly on the heat transfer rate during the solidification

process. Three-dimensional heat transfer models for various material pro-

e W-

% %
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cessings with continuous wave laser were presented by several authors (2-5[.

p It was found experimentally that surface tension arising due to very high

temperature gradient in laser melted pools causes convection. This aspect was

modeled by Chan, et al. [61. They studied the effects of surface tension onA.''

the cooling rate, surface velocity, surface temperature, and the pool shape.

Chande and Mazumder [71 examined the distribution of solute by diffusion and

convection in a laser melted pool after it was delivered to such a pool.

The problem of extended solid solution due to rapid cooling has been

studied by various investigators using thermodynamic variables such as free

energy and chemical potential. The thermodynamics of nonequilibrium solidi-

fication has been examined by Baker and Cahn [8]. Boettinger and Perepezko

[91 discussed the process of rapid solidification from the thermodynamics

point of view. Boettinger, et al. [101, also used the response function 5-

approach of Baker and Cahn [81 and stability analysis for microsegregation-

free solidification. Further details on rapidly solidified materials can be

found in Refs. [11,121. In a recent paper [131, the authors have presented a

model for extended solid solution during laser cladding by considering the

cladding pool and the solid substrate semi-infinite and the freezing point of

the cladding melt independent of the concentration of solute. Also, in [14] a

mathematical model has been developed and applied to study the Ni-Hf cladding

system by considering the width of the substrate and the cladding melt finite

and by taking the variaton of freezing point of the cladding melt with the

concentration of solute into account. The purpose of the present paper is to

use this model to study the composition of the extended solid solution of Ni-

Al alloy formed during laser cladding and its dependence on various manu-

facturing parameters. The Ni-Al system differs from the Ni-Hf system in that

the slope of the equilibrium phase diagram of the former alloy is positive at

%"5
.,

- S
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': its nominal composition, whereas it is negative for the latter case. We have i

, also obtained nonequalibrium phase diagram for Ni-Al alloy by using this

model. ,
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II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Process Physics

In laser cladding processes the substrate material which is to be clad is

moved at a constant rate while the cladding powder is poured onto it using a

pneumatic powder delivery system and melted simultaneously by a laser beam

-N (see Fig. la). The uniform speed of the substrate and the constant feed rate

of the cladding powder ensure uniform cladding thickness. The molten pool of

the cladding material which forms just below the laser beam solidifies by

dissipating heat to the surrounding air, adjacent cladding, and the solid

substrate as it moves away from the laser beam. The shape of the cladding

melt pool and the solidified cladding on the substrate is influenced by laser

power, laser beam diameter, thermo-physical properties of the cladding powder

and the substrate, temperature of the substrate, relative motion between the

cladding powder delivery system and the substrate, the cladding powder feed

rate and the interaction time between the cladding and the laser beam. In the

present model the strip of cladding BCDEB (see Fig. la) is assumed to be semi-

cylindrical in shape (see Fig. ib) and based on this the initial pool mean

temperature is determined (see Eq. (5)). The liquid cladding pool and the

'S.. substrate were taken to have finite thickness in the positive direction of the

x-axis and they are considered infinitely large in the other two directions

(see Fig. ic).

The molten pool of the liquid cladding solidifies by conducting away heat

through the substrate and the solid cladding across AB and BC, respectively.

Also, it loses some energy to the ambient inert gas across the free surface

CA. The cladding BCDEB is formed from the liquid cladding melt just solidi-

fied and hence its temperature distribution is almost uniform and equal to the

temperature of the molten pool ABCA. So the heat loss across BC would be very

0%.

N . N
I."- ' - ', . o - - -. - -. . . _ ,% . . , - -. '% . -. - " - "% "
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little. Therefore, we can consider that the pool of cladding melt (ABCA)

loses energy through the surfaces at AB and CA. To carry out one-dimensional

heat transfer calculations we assume that the pool extends up to infinity

along AB. Due to this assumption the cladding melt solidifies along AB and

this freezing front moves upward in the direction of BC. The solid substrate

has been considered to have finite width, but it is infinitely large along

AB. The geometric configuration of this pool has been shown in Fig. Ic by

rotating the pool 90 degrees in the clockwise direction. In this figure the 1

'freezing front has been shown to be planar. This is true when a pure metal

solidifies. For a cladding melt of an alloy system, the freezing front

develops curvature due to surface tension. Also there could be dendrite and

cellular growth at the solid-liquid interface. Moreover, rapid cooling may

lead to nucleation in the bulk of the liquid phase. The stability criterion

of Mullins and Sekerka [151 of a planar interface during solidification of a

dilute binary alloy shows that the planar interface will be unstable for the

nickel-aluminum system considered in this study. It was found 1131 that there

are dendrites which are very small in size. Nevertheless, the dendrites will

affect the diffusion of solute atoms at the freezing front. However, to

simplify the mass transfer analysis, the freezing front has been assumed to be

planar due to the small size of dendrites. Moreover, the trend predicted by

.-." the model is more important than the exact numerical values due to the paucity

of high temperature materials data and simplifying assumptions. Besides this

the model used in this study is based on a few more assumptions listed below.

(1) The thermal conductivity and the thermal diffusivity for a mixture is the

sum of the volume-averaged value of the respective transport properties of

each element of the mixture,

- ; .
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(2) The mass diffusivity of each element in the liquid phase is the average

value of self-diffusivity over the room temperature and the initial %

temperature with modified activation energy for the mixture,

(3) The cladding pool and the substrate are in thermally perfect contact,

(4) There is no mass diffusion in the solid phase,
U!

(5) The solute segregated at the solid-liquid interface moves into the liquid

phase by diffusion only. This is because a boundary layer is formed near

the interface where diffusion of solute atoms is dominant,

(6) The cladding melt forms a uniform solution of composition equal to that of

the cladding powder mixture before its solidification begins,

(7) Only 50 percent of the laser energy is absorbed by the cladding

material. Studies [121 show that the amount of laser energy absorbed by

different materials is 37 to 60 percent.

With these assumptions, the one-dimensional heat conduction equations for the

substrate, solidified cladding, and the liquid cladding regions are solved.

The solutions of these heat transfer equations are used to obtain the velocity

of the solid-liquid interface and then the mass transfer equation is solved to

determine the distribution of solute atoms in the liquid phase. From this,

the concentration of the solute atoms in the solid phase is computed by using

an expression for nonequilibrium partition coefficient for dilute solution

* 'developed by Aziz [161.

Mathematical Formulations

a-. In this section the governing heat conduction equations for energy trans-

, port in the substrate, solidified cladding, liquid cladding regions, and the

" mass transfer equation for diffusion of solute atoms in the liquid cladding

pool are presented along with boundary and initial conditions. The problem is

--.

F'.

-. -S S S . 5 $i*S - - - \ w
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solved by using a variable eigenvalue approach 1171 for moving boundary

problems. Ozisik and Gruceri [181 followed a similar approach to obtain a

solution to the phase change problem. Also Yener and Ozisik [191 used the ,%

method of variable eigenvalues to solve for temperature distribution in multi-

region finite media with time-varying heat transfer coefficient.

The governing equations for energy transport are

(i) Solid substrate region

2 t I t > 0, 0 : x a;

(ii) Solidified cladding region

a2T aT'
2 2 a?2} 2 - -t;t 0,O <x <S(t)" (2) -

(iii) Liquid cladding region -

a T' aT'3 3
23 2 3 -at; t >0, s(t) < x < b (3) ,

The auxiliary conditions are

k Ti =h(Th - T at x =0 and t >0 (4a)
1 ax (T Tr)

Ti(a,t) = T (a,t), (4b)

S'

-=T'k -T at x aand t 0, (4c)1ax 2 ax

-Sw
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T'(s(t),t) : Tj(s(t)t) : T(C,(t)),  (4d)

aT'
-k x- h(T - Tr) at x = b and t 0 0, (4e) 43 ax 33 r

-2 x 3x at x s(t) and t >_ 0, (4f)

and

s(O) = a. (4g)

The initial conditions for the above problems are obtained from the following

considerations.

The cladding is assumed to melt almost instantaneously as soon as it is

exposed to the laser beam to reach a uniform temperature T T is calcu-

lated by taking a lumped-parameter energy balance of the laser energy imparted

to the cladding and the energy required to melt the cladding powder and raise

its temperature to T2. This yields the following expression for T2:

T2 = T +1 2pf LI. (5). .~ r p 2 v ] 5

p r vo

This expression is derived by considering the cladding to be formed in the

shape of a semi-cylindrical strip (see Fig. ib). To obtain the initial

condition for the solid substrate, a linear temperature profile is constructed

between the temperature T2 at x = a and T at x = 0. Thus the initial2 r
conditions are

T(x,O) = (T2 - Tr) + Tr (6a)

2 r) a r

Fl
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and

T (x,O) :T 2. (6b).

The procedure to solve this problem has been described in details in

Ref. [14!. We will present only the final results in this paper. The

temperature field is given by

Ti(xt) = n=1 N Tn(t) K. (Xt) (7)

where the normalizing constant Nn is evaluated from

3 b.

N 3ifb wi(Ki (Xt) 2dx. (8)n i 1 ,n

Here, w. = ki/ i and

Ki(xt) = Ei sin(x(t)x) +  F. cos( --x)'_ (9)

1a 1

The method of determining Ei's, Fi's and x(t)'s will be discussed below. In

Eq. (7) T (t) is obtained by solving the following set of first-order non-
n

linear ordinary differential equations:

% b.
d 2 3 i aK.- T(t) + x T (t) = Y . k T 1,ndx
dt n n n i i at

b 2
S- )k K (xt) 1(R + Ax + B - a3R)dx (10)

s 3 3,n '2 3
9. ..

for n = 1, 2, ... 9 , and the initial conditions

-, - ' ' " . , , , , , . , - - , . - - , . , . - , , , , . . - . - - - . , - - - -
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Tna W § wTi(x,o) Ki n(x o)dx.

i a.

where

1 + 2TR(t) = (b t s) sL iLs
k 3 b I At -Rs k 3

2 h3
, B(t) = -R - As, and TI  (b-s).

The eigenvalues x(t)'s are obtained from the following equation:

det M = 0

where det M represents the determinant of a 6 x 6 matrix M. The elements of

this matrix Mjk for j = 1, 2, ..., 6 and k = 1, 2, ..., 6 have been given in

the Appendix. The constants of integration Ei and Fi's are obtained from a

set of algebraic equations given by

,G] [HI = [NJ

where [GI is a 4 x 4 matrix, (HI and [NJ are column vectors of four elements

each. These elements have been defined in the Appendix. To obtain the four

algebraic equations given by the above matrix equation, FI has been set equal

to unity and this implies

'E k

.S.
Sr.

S •
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When the eigenvalues and the constants of integration Ei and Fi's are .I

determined, the kernel of integral transform Kin(x,t) is completely known.

Kin(Xtt) can be substituted into the Eq. (10) and then the resulting set of

first-order ordinary nonlinear differential equations can be solved using the

Runge-Kutta method. These equations are to be solved in conjunction with the r

"4. equations for mass transfer since they are coupled by the condition at the

solid-liquid interface given by

TI-Tr = 3(s(t)'t) = NT n (t)[E 3sin(x
n s//c3 )+ F3cos (knS/ (11)

This equation is solved to determine the location of the freezing front

s(t). In this equation the interface temperature TI depends on concentra-

tion. The following expression for TI as derived by Boettinger and Perepezko

V [9] has been used in this model
S.

k* m

T =T* + m C* + - (k - k*(1 - n ke + 1-k-(12)
I m Z - e 1-k v

e e e o

Here v represents the velocity of sound in the liquid phase. The velocity

of sound in a medium depends on its temperature and composition. In this

study v. has been taken to be equal to the velocity of sound in the pure sol-

S. vent. T* and m are determined from the equilibrium phase diagram by taking a
m Z

segment of the liquidus around the point of interest. This segment is consid-

ered linear whose slope and intercept with the temperature axis are m and T*Z m

respectively. C* is obtained by evaluating C(x,t) at x = s(t) and by expres-

sing it in terms of mole fraction.
-J.

The concentration dependence of TI couples the energy equations (10) with

the mass transfer equation and hence they must be solved simultaneously. The

;Ii%
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diffusion of solute atoms in the cladding melt pool is governed by the

following mass transfer equation.A.
r~r a C la3C

2 t(13)ax 2

subject to the following initial and boundary conditions

" C(x,o) = Co, (14a)

ax-0 =o at x : b, (14b)

and

Sx = s(t) [k*(t) -1 C(x,t) at x : s(t). (14c)

Here again the above partial differential equation (13) can be reduced to the

following set of coupled and nonlinear first-order ordinary differential

.'equations by using integral transform technique [141.

dC(t) 1

dt + D 2 (t)C n(t) = Hm(t) - n m= mm m
I,= m,

for n = 1, 2, 3,..., =, and (15)

subject to the initial conditions

b

' r- Cn(o) f dx C0 cosiu(x-b)y
a

4,
I.

4 4.. . . .- , 4 ..- ., . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
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V?,

where

C (t) b
H (t) = -j f dx, (x,t) sinun (x-b),n (t)(x-b)m,n m=O m st m n nm=O s(t)

_b
Cn (t) = dx n (x,t) C(x,t). (16)

s(t)

v(x,t) = cos(.(t)(b-x))

and the eigenvalues u(t)'s are given by the following transcendental equation

SL. sin(u(b-s)) - cosu(b-s) = 0.

Finally, the concentration is given by

C(x,t) = C- n(t) on(X't )  
(17) :i..

, .n=O "n .%9;.-

with the normalizing constant obtained from

b

N 2(x,t)dx.
n s(t) n

" The partition coefficient, normally defined as the ratio of the concentration

of solute in the solid phase to that in the liquid phase at the solid-liquid

- interface is constant for equilibrium solidification. When solidification

progresses rapidly, it is no longer constant. For rapid cooling rate, an

expression for the partition coefficient k*(t) has been derived by Aziz 1161 PF

which is I

.e
•

4

fr-I, 
..
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C + ke
k*(t) Cs B + 1 (18) 1

where B = s(t)x/D*. In the present model the interdiffusivity D* is taken to

be equal to the mass diffusivity D and the interatomic distance x is taken to

be 4A, which is the average diameter of an atom. To use the expression (18)

.' for determining the concentration of solute in the solid phase at the solid-

liquid interface, we have to know s(t) and C For this, Eq. (11) and its

time-derivative are solved for s(t) and s(t) respectively. Similarly, C is

obtained from Eq. (17) by evaluating C(x,t) at x = s(t).

'S

ii

.5.

b.5

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-. .
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1l1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION p,

Experimental Verification

The results of the above model were compared with experimental data. Two

cladding samples were prepared on nickel substrate with a mixture of Ni-Al

powder of nominal composition, 74% Ni and 26% Al by weight by using two

different laser powers 5 kw and 6 kw. The laser beam diameter and the laser

scanning speed were respectively, 3 mm, and 21.17 mm/sec. for both samples. " I

The cladding takes the shape of an approximately semi-cylindrical strip of

metal on the substrate (see Fig. Ib). Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) data

of the cladding samples show the concentration of Al in the matrix of Ni in

excess of that predicted by the equilibrium phase diagram. These data show

about 29 wt.% Al in the martensitic Ni-Al solid solution regions. The

theoretical results predicted by this model is 30.76 wt.% Al in the Ni-Al t..

alloy. There is a little discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental

results which may be due to some of the assumptions of this model. For

" example, the present model utilizes an expression, Eq. (18), for the

nonequilibrium partition coefficient which is applicable to dilute solution.I
APart from this condition, the presence of a two-phase zone between the

oWidus and the liquidus lines and the surface tension driven flow causing

onvecion in the liquid pool will affect the mixing of solute in the liquid

irrv- thus alter its composition in the solid phase. Paucity of high

*~'.: -v e liquid metal data also contributes to the numerical error.

. e objective of this study is to determine the trend of, and thus

- . ip underlying process physics. The trend predicted agrees with

.. .. ,oIexperimentally.

1
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Parametric Results

The above model was used to study the effect of various important process

parameters such as laser power, laser-cladding interaction time, cladding

thickness, cladding powder delivery rate on the composition of aluminum in

nickel matrix. Results were obtained for ambient temperature Tr = 293'K and

the heat transfer coefficients hI = 1 Watt/cm -°K and h2 = 0.01 Watt/cm2- K.

Only convective heat loss from the cladding and the substrate to the ambient

inert gas has been considered in this model because the heat loss due to

conduction is usually very small and the radiative loss is usually about 5

percent (see Ref. [21) of the total energy of the melt pool. The convection

heat transfer coefficients are usually 25 to 250 watt/m- K and 50 to 2 x 10

watt/m 2 -K for the processes of forced convection by gases and liquids,

. respectively (see Ref. [201). The heat conduction within the cladding melt is

mainly unidirectional for reasons mentioned earlier and its heat loss to the

ambient gas has been taken to be due to forced convection by the surrouno-'q

inert gas. For this reason, the above value of h2 has been selected. The

heat conduction within the substrate has been considered to be unidirectiona'! t.
even though there would be conduction in the other two directions. Conse-

quently, the heat 'loss due to conduction in these two directions has not beer

accounted for in the one-dimersional mode' ThiS s wh a rather hi :h o-n %

vective heat loss Irom the substrate has Per :-.nS'ered by !-hoosing the a'oI.-

value of hi. The laser power was f i 'P it . 6, and " kw. for Pach powp' :

laser, the speed of the oorkpiece was varied as 4C, 50. and 6' in:hesim,-.

Since the transport properties depend on temperature, averdge 4a' es, m- :h

are calculated according to formulas of Pef. 13, were used in ttis mode'.

" Results obtained from this study have been presented in 1gs. 2 througm

12. Figure 2 shows the concentration of aluminum (in wt. Y) r a nicKe"

%L r

I ! L P e
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matrix for different values of laser power and cladding thickness measured in

units of laser beam diameter. The laser beam diameter used in this study is 3

mm. As can be seen from this figure, the concentration of aluminum decreases

as cladding thickness increases for a given speed of the workpiece and laser

power. This is due to the fact that the initial pool mean temperature, T2 1

varies inversely with the cladding thickness as evident from Eq. (5) as well

as Fig. 2. Therefore, an increase in the cladding thickness will result in -'

decrease of the initial pool mean temperature. The effect of decrease in

temperature (T2) on the concentration of aluminum in nickel matrix can be

studied by observing that the slope of the equilibrium phase diagram of Ni-Al

alloy is positive at the nominal composition of the cladding powder. This

means that decrease in temperature (T2) or correspondingly increase in
"').

cladding thickness will cause reduction in the concentration of aluminum in

the Ni-Al solid solution. This is why we find in Fig. 2 that the concentra-

tion of aluminum decreases as cladding thickness increases. On the contrary,

the slope of the equilibrium phase diagram of Ni-Hf alloy is negative. Due to

this, decrease in T2 or correspondingly increase in cladding thickness in Ni-

- f system causes rise in the concentration of Hf in Ni matrix 1141 as opposed

to Ni-A' system.

FigurP 3 shows the variation of initial pool mean temperature with

. respect to te r:ladding thickness per unit laser beam diameter for different

4a'ues of 'aser power .  Figures 4 and 5 are concerned ith the variation of

4nitiai pool Mean temperature and the solute concentration in the solid phase

,ith the c'adding powder feed rate, respectively. The cladding powder feed

rate is determined by using the expression --r'v which is obtained by
2c

assuming that the cladding takes the shape of a semi-cylindrical strip (see

Fig. Ib). Cladding powder feed rate is a very important process parameter

% % %% %"*- %
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since it is related to cladding thickness and velocity of the workpiece as

well as the initial pool mean temperature. Thus if the powder delivery rate

is known, then T can be obtained from the Fig. 4 and the concentration of2

solute can be obtained from the Fig. 5 and then the velocity of the workpiece

can be selected for a desired cladding thickness. It can be seen in Fig. 4

that the initial pool mean temperature decreases as the cladding powder feed

rate increases. This is because when the powder feed rate is increased

keeping all other process parameters unchanged, more material is melted and'S

JS heated up by the same amount of laser energy. The inverse relation between T2

and the cladding powder feed rate leads to the formation of Ni-Al alloy with

aluminum decreasing with the increase in powder feed rate as shown in
1_

Fig. 5. The reason for this has been given above while discussing the results G

of Fig. 2. Figures 6 and 7 indicate the effect of specific laser energy on

solute concentration in the solid phase and on the initial pool mean

temperature. Specific laser energy is defined as laser energy required to

produce a cladding of unit mass. It is determined by the relation
1 2

P/(-LrcvQ). The importance of selecting specific laser energy as a parameter

is that it allows representation of the solute concentration data for any

combination of laser power, workpiece speed, and cladding thickness parameters

by a single graph. This is because the initial pool mean temperature is

proportional to specific laser energy. Thus the initial pool mean temperature

and hence the thermal characteristic of the cladding melt pool will not be

different as long as the laser specific energy remains the same for any choice

of the process parameters. The effect of initial pool mean temperature on the

solute concentration in the solid phase is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen

*, from this figure that the the concentration decreases with an increase in

temperature for reasons explained above.
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The effect of another important process parameter, laser-materials inter-

action time, on the solute concentration and the initial pool mean temperature

is shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for different values of laser power. interaction

time is defined as the ratio of laser beam diameter to the speed of the work-

piece. It can be observed that the trends of the graphs with respect to

laser-material interaction time are opposite to those observed with respect to

cladding thickness. This is because thin cladding leads to higher initial

pool mean temperature than what is obtained as interaction time decreases

provided other process parameters are kept unchanged. We have also seen that

the solute concentration in the solid phase is higher at a higher initial pool

mean temperature. This explains why the solute concentration curves with

respect to the interaction time should be opposite to those which are plotted

with respect to the cladding thickness.

Finally, the solidus temperature versus the solidus concentration of Al

has been plotted in Fig. 11 different laser powers. It is natural to expect

that for a given solidus temperature, there should be a unique value of the

1k solidus concentration of solute irrespective of how the process parameters are

selected. This emphasizes the fact that the temperature versus concentration

curves obtained for different process parameters must overlap. As can be seen

from the Fig. 11, these curves indeed overlap. The Fig. 12 shows the non-

.equilibrium phase diagram computed by using this model. The characteristic

parameters for this figure have been presented in Table 1. The deviation of

nonequilibrium phase diagram from the equilibrium one shows the extension of

solid solubility that can be obtained during laser cladding. The non-

equilibrium phase diagram has been plotted in the neighborhood of the melting

point of the cladding powder because the value of ke used in the expression

for nonequilibrium partition coefficient (Eq. (18)) corresponos to this

.41 .1 "1 '4
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melting point. It can be seen from the Fig. 12 that the width of the solid- I

liquid region between the equilibrium solidus and liquidus has increased

considerably. The nonequilibrium solidus line of this figure shows the

extension of Al concentration in Ni that can be obtained due to the rapid

cooling in laser cladding. This phenomenon can be understood from the fact

that the equilibrium phase diagram of Ni-Al has a positive slope at the point

which corresponds to the nominal composition of the cladding powder. Due to

this, Al is retained in the Ni matrix whereas Nickel is rejected into the

liquid phase as solidification proceeds. This causes an extension of Al

concentration in the solid phase and lowers its weight fraction in the liquid

phase and thus enlarges the solid-liquid region between the solidus and the

liquidus lines. However, the equilibrium phase diagram of Ni-Hf alloy has a

negative slope at the nominal composition of the cladding powder. As a

result, Hf is rejected from the Ni matrix when the solution of Ni-Hf

solidifies. This causes an increase of the concentration of Hf in the liquid

phase. But since the solid phase retains more Hf than its equilibrium

composition, the liquid phase will have less Hf than the equilibrium value and

hence the extended solid solution (that is, the nonequilibrium) phase diagram

will shrink 1141 as opposed to Ni-Al allay system.

Table I Solidus Composition of Al, Solidus/Liquidus
Temperature at the Substrate-cladding Interface p

and the Speed of Solidification at this Interface

Composition of Solidus/Liquidus Interface Speed
Al (wtX) Temperature (K) (cm/sec)

30.83 1864 6.1
30.74 1863 5.6
30.56 1862 4.5

1%

Pl~
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I V. CONCLUSION

The present work examines the extension of solid solubility based on the

transport of energy and mass. Solute transport has been considered to take

place only in the liquid phase while the energy transport has been considered

in both solid and liquid phases. The effect of nonequilibrium cooling rate on

solute segregation at the freezing front has been taken into account by con-

sidering a nonequilibrium partition coefficient. Using this, the mass trans-

fer problem has been solved for solute distribution in the liquid phase and

. the heat transfer problem has been solved to obtain the velocity of the solid-

liquid interface, its location, and the freezing temperature of the inter-

face. These mathematical solutions have been utilized to study the effect of

various process parameters on the concentration of solute in an alloy.

It is found that the same composition of solute is obtained in the alloy

" for different cladding thicknesses by varying the laser power and the speed of

the workpiece. This is because the initial pool mean temperature of the

... cladding material and hence the cooling rate are the same even though other

" parameters are different. Thus it can be concluded that the choice of the

initial pool mean temperature determines the composition of the alloy. Since

initial pool mean temperature is directly proportional to specific 'aser -,

energy, when the initial temperature of the cladding melt is fixed or the

specific laser energy is selected other process parameters can be determnei

by selecting any two of the three parameters, rC, v, and P and the third one

will then have to be determined from Eq. (5). The composition of solute in

the solid phase can be represented by a single curve for all possible 'a'ues

of the process parameters if it is plotted against the specific laser energy

or the initial pool mean temperature. The effect of laser-cladding inter-

action time on solute concentration in the alloy and on the initial pool mean

.'
r'
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temperature is found to be opposite to that of cladding thickness. Also, it

has been found that if the equilibrium liquidus has a positive slope at the

nominal composition of the cladding powder, then the nonequilibrium phase

diagram has an enlarged solid-liquid region between the solidus and the

liquidus compared to that of the equilibrium phase diagram.

p

-J.
VS.

5-.

5'
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NOMENCLATURE

a width of the substrate

b width of the substrate and the cladding melt "

B Laser beam diameter

C Concentration of solute in the liquid phase

C Concentration of solute in the liquid phase at the solid-liquid

interface

C Average specific heat of the cladding material
p9

Cs  Concentration of solute in the solid phase at the solid-liquid %

interface 2
C* Concentration (mole fraction) of solute in the liquid phase at the

z

solid-liquid interface

D Average mass diffusivity of solute in the liquid phase

D* Interdiffusivity of solute at the interface

f Fraction of laser energy absorbed by the cladding material

hI  Heat transfer coefficient at the substrate boundary

h2  Heat transfer coefficient at the cladding surface boundary

ke Equilibrium partition coefficient -'U

k* Nonequilibrium partition coefficient

ki  Thermal conductivity of the i-th region

L Latent heat of fusion of the cladding material4.:

m Liquidus slope ('K/mole fraction of solute) .--

P Laser power

q Rate of cladding powder delivery .-.-

rc Radius of the semi-cylindrical strip of cladding

s Position of the solid-liquid interface

T 2 Initial pool mean temperature

mV
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T. Temperature of the i-th region W

TI  Temperature at the solid-liquid interface

Tr Ambient temperature

T* Intercept of liquidus line on temperature axis
m

v Speed of the workpiece

vo  Speed of sound in the cladding melt

Greek Symbols

L i  Average thermal diffusivity in the i-th region

A non-dimensional parameter defined as S(t)x/D*

X Interatomic distance

P Average density of the cladding material

Subscripts

i = 1 refers to the solid substrate

= 2 refers to the solidified cladding

=3 refers to the liquid cladding

Z.

S. .5"." , " o " 
°
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The elements Gjk, j = 1, ..., 4 and k 1 1, ..., 4 for the matrix [GI are given

by

G = -sinA2, GI2 = -cosA2, GI3 = GI4 = 0

a2k2 cosA2  G a2k2 sinA2
21 k 22 k 23 24

G3 1 = sinS 2, G32 = cosS 2, G33 = -sinS39 G = -cosS 3

h3 sinB 3  h3 cosB 3

G41  G42  O, G43 - a3 cosB3 k3  G44 =a 3 sinB 3  x k3

The four elements of the column vector H are

H1 =E 2, H2 = F2 v H3 = E3, H4 = F3

and the elements of the column vector N are

= - h sinA 1

N1  -cosA 1  ax k1

N=h IA h cosA 1

N2 :alsi1 x k

N N 0
3 4

e O
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LIST OF FIGURES

Figure 1(a) Schematic diagram of laser surface cladding

(b) Three-dimensional view of the cladding and the substrate

(c) Geometric configuration used in the present model.

The model substrate and the solidification of the model

cladding have been shown after rotating the pool ABCA

(see Fig. la) by 900 clockwise

Figure 2 Concentration of aluminum in the extended solid

solution of nickel-aluminum versus cladding thickness

per unit laser beam diameter

Figure 3 Initial pool mean temperature of nickel-aluminum versus

cladding thickness per unit laser beam diameter

Figure 4 Initial pool mean temperature of nickel-aluminum

versus cladding powder feed rate

Figure 5 Concentration of aluminum in the extended solid solution

of nickel-aluminum versus cladding powder feed rate

". Figure 6 Concentration of aluminum in the extended solid solution

of nickel-aluminum versus specific laser energy

0

j Figure 7 Initial pool mean temperature of nickel-aluminum

versus specific laser energy
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Figure 8 Concentration of aluminum in the extended solid solution

of nickel-aluminum versus initial pool mean temperature

Figure 9 Concentration of aluminum in the extended solid solution

of nickel-aluminum versus laser-cladding interaction time

Figure 10 Initial pool mean temperature of nickel-aluminum

versus laser-cladding interaction time

Figure 11 Variation of the temperature at the solid-liquid interface

with the concentration of aluminum in nickel-aluminum alloyI

Figure 12 Comparison of nonequilibrium phase diagram of the extended solid

solution of nickel-aluminum with its equilibrium phase diagram
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Figure 1(a) Schematic diagram of laser surface cladding

(b) Three-dimensional view of the cladding and the substrate
(c) Geometric configuration used in the present model.

%I
.4-, The model substrate and the solidification of the model

cladding have been shown after rotating the pool ABCA

(see Fig. 1a) by 90 clockwise
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Figure 6 Concentration of aluminum in the extended solid solution

of nickel-aluminum versus specific laser energy
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Figure 12 Comparison of nonequilibrium phase diagram of the extended solid

soluti3n of nickel-aluminum with its equilibrium phase diagram
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